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Light as Fuel
Harry Atwater
Howard Hughes Professor and Professor of Applied Physics and Materials Science
California Institute of Technology
Research in nanophotonics is opening conceptually new paths to address the grand challenge of
using light as a chemical fuel. This is the challenge of direct synthesis of energy-dense chemical
fuels from solar energy, including hydrogen and products from reduction of carbon dioxide. I will
discuss recent advances in nanophotonics to enable efficient and selective photocatalysis and lightdriven photoelectrocatalysis.
Another grand challenge for nanophotonics is the use of light as a rocket fuel. This is the challenge
of designing light-propelled spacecraft capable of reaching the stars beyond our solar system, since
light itself is the only fuel capable of propelling spacecraft to the relativistic speeds needed to
achieve interstellar travel. Recently, the Breakthough Starshot initiative has captured scientific
imagination and motivated thinking about conceptual prototypes for light-driven spacecraft that
could reach nearby stars within a human lifetime. I will describe how this audacious concept may
be closer than we imagine, if advances in materials and nanophotonics can enable key concepts
for spacecraft propulsion, instrumentation and communications.

Emerging Materials for Nanophotonics and Plasmonics
Alexandra Boltasseva

School of Electrical & Computer Engineering and Birck Nanotechnology Center,
Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907, USA
The fields of nanophotonics and plasmonics have taught us unprecedented ways to
control the flow light at the nanometer scale, unfolding new optical phenomena and
redefining centuries-old optical elements. As we continue to transfer the recent advances
into applications, the development of new material platforms has become one of the
centerpieces in the field of nanophotonics. In this presentation, I will discuss emerging
material platforms including transparent conducting oxides, transition metal nitrides,
oxides and carbides as well as two- and quasi-two-dimensional materials for future
practical optical components across the fields of on-chip optics and optoelectronics,
sensing, spectroscopy and energy conversion.

Advances in Structured Light and
Flat Optics with Metasurfaces
Federico Capasso
Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138

Subwavelength structured surfaces known as metasurfaces are leading to a
fundamental reassessment of optical design with the emergence of optical components
that circumvent the limitations of standard ones and with entirely new functionalities
such as the ability to shape wavefronts in unprecedented ways by means of flat optics.[14] I will present recent advances on structured light: spin-to-total angular momentum
converters (J-plates), which create complex helical beams with potential for applications
in quantum optics and other fields[5], followed by resent research on polarization optics,
broad band achromatic planar lenses and wavelength-controlled focusing and orbital
angular momentum generation.

References
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6.
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Photonic Doping and Single-Inclusion Metamaterials
N.Engheta
University of Pennsylvania, Department of Electrical and Systems Engineering,
Philadelphia, PA 19104, USA

The notion of metamaterials deals with composite structures that exhibit
homogenized behavior in wave-matter interaction [1]. The effective medium theory is
one of the cornerstones of the homogenization methodology for fundamental
understanding of wave interaction with metamaterials [2]. It is well known that in order
to utilize the effective medium theory, a large number of inclusions embedded in host
media is conventionally required. Moreover, The size of such inclusions and the
separating distance between them also need to be small compared to the operating
wavelength [2]. However, recently we have found that under certain spatial cases, such
as photonic doping [3], such requirements can be relaxed. We have recently introduced
and developed the concept of photonic dopoing of epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) materials [3].
We have shown, both theoretically and experimentally, that when a single dielectric rod is
embedded in an 2-dimensional ENZ host medium, the effective permeability of the
structure can be modified, even though none of the two materials is magnetic. We have
also demonstrated that the number of inclusions (even a single inclusion is enough), and
the size and the location of the inclusions can be chosen at will with no requirement for
being subwavelength [3]. This leads to the notion of “single-inclusion metamaterials”.
The photonic doping brings in a series of exciting features including possibility of
designing perfect-magnetic conductors (PMC) [3], epsilon-and-mu-near-zero (EMNZ)
structures [3, 4], geometry-independent resonant cavities [5], thermal beaming [6],
quantum optics of zero-index platforms [7], and long-range coupling and entanglements
[8, 9], etc.
In this talk, I will present an overview of these topics and will discuss their
physical insights and potential applications.

References
[1] N. Engheta and R. W. Ziolkowski (editors), Metamaterials: Physics and Engineering
Explorations, Wiley-IEEE Press, 2006.
[2] A. Sihvola, Electromagnetic Mixing Formulae and Applications, Institution of
Engineering and Technology, 1999.
[3] I. Liberal, A. Mahmoud, Y. Li, B. Edwards, and N. Engheta, “Photonic Doping of

Epsilon-Near-Zero Media,” Science, 355, 1058-1062, 2017.
[4]
A.M. Mahmoud and N. Engheta, “Wave-Matter Interaction in Epsilon-and-MuNear-Zero Structures”, Nature Communications, 5:5638 (7 pages), 2014.
[5]
I. Liberal, A. M. Mahmoud and N. Engheta, “Geometry-Invariant Cavity
Resonators,” Nature Communications, 7:10989, 2016.
[6] I. Liberal and N. Engheta, “Manipulating Thermal Emission with Spatially Static
Fluctuating Fields in Arbitrarily-Shaped Epsilon-Near-Zero Bodies,” Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences (PNAS), 115 (12), 2878-2883, 2018.
[7] I. Liberal and N. Engheta, “Zero-Index Structures as an Alternative Platform for
Quantum Optics,” Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (PNAS), 114 (5),
822-827, 2017.
[8]
I. Liberal and N. Engheta, “Multi-Qubit Subradiant States with N-port Waveguide
Devices: Epsilon-and-mu-near-zero hubs and nonreciprocal circulators,” Physical Review
A, 97, 022309, 2018.
[9]
A. Mahmoud, I. Liberal and N. Engheta, “Dipole-Dipole Interactions Mediated by
Epsilon-and-Mu-Near-Zero Waveguides Supercoupling,” Optical Materials Express
special issue on quantum photonics, 7 (2), 415-424, 2017.
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The Photonic Power of Crystalline Defects:
Cavity Amplification of “Vacancy” Emission in SiC
(YHO\Q/+X
-RKQ$3DXOVRQ6FKRRORI(QJLQHHULQJDQG$SSOLHG6FLHQFHV
+DUYDUG8QLYHUVLW\
Although we usually assume that a “perfect” material is required to produce the best emitters for
nano-optical devices, defect states in wide bandgap semiconductors are defining a new frontier
for nano-optics. This talk will focus on such defect states in 4H-SiC, a material that has already
enjoyed wide applicability for high power electronic devices, as well as for LEDs. In addition to
distinctive optical transitions, such defect states often display correlated, long-lifetime spin
states, showing promise for quantum information realizations. This talk will highlight our use of
nanobeam photonic crystal cavities, fabricated from 4H-SiC, which achieved an 80-fold optical
enhancement of a Si-vacancy transition with emission at about 860 nanometers. The high quality
cavities can serve as exquisitely selective optical amplifiers of defects in SiC, as well
as “nanoscopes” into the material, allowing us to learn about the details of their
atomic environment.

Charge transfer in nanoplasmonics as an avenue for
control of chemical SERS enhancement and molecular selfassembly
Stefan A Maier
Fakultät für Physik, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München, 80799 München,
Germany
Department of Physics, Imperial College London, London SW7 2AZ, United
Kingdom
Stefan.Maier@physik.uni-muenchen.de

The decay of localized surface plasmons in metallic nanostructures via Landau
damping creates short-lived energetic electron/hole pairs, which can be used to drive
nano-localized chemistry. After a brief discussion of the fundamentals of this process, I
will demonstrate applications of plasmonic charge transfer for control over chemical
enhancement in SERS, and to locally induce chemical reactions in reactivity hot spots of
plasmonic nanoantennas. Hot electron dynamics in complex metallic nanostructures
further facili-tates designer molecular self-assembly in multi-element plasmonic
nanoantennas.
Plasmonic nanoantennas allow the localization of electromagnetic radiation from
the far field to sub-dif-fraction near-field hot spots of enhanced field energy. The driving
principle behind surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS), electromagnetic field hot
spots have thus far dominated research efforts in making surface enhanced spectroscopies
efficient and reliable. Here I will focus on a different aspect of localized surface
plasmons, namely the understanding and exploitation of charge transfer and hot electron
generation upon plasmon decay for applications in spectroscopy, sensing, and molecular
self-assembly.
Chemical enhancement of SERS via charge transfer can be optically controlled in
hybrid nanoassemblies of Au or Ag colloids on a UV-activated TiO2 substrate [1]. I will
present a model of the underlying physics of this phenomenon, and present applications
in the detection of plastic explosives. The talk will then focus on the fundamentals of hot
electron generation via Landau damping of surface plasmons, with a view on how to
exploit the energetic electrons for nanoscale surface chemistry.

In addition to the well-known electromagnetic hot spots [2], I will demonstrate
how we can map hot spots in reactivity around plasmonic nanoantennas, due to controlled
modification of molecular overlayers of plasmonic nanoantennas in regions of enhanced
hot electron emission [3]. This leads to the notion of well-defined reactivity hot spots
around plasmonic nanoantennas, and I will argue that their control will be instrumental
for the further optimization of plasmon-based surface-enhanced spectrosopies. Lastly, I
will show how we can utilize the dynamics of plasmon decay and hot electron generation
for gaining control over molecular self-assembly on multi-element plasmonic
nanoantennas [4]. This allows us to functionalize individually different regions of multielement metallic nanoclusters. I will close with an outlook on the challenges of plasmonic
hot-electron science.
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Plasmonic Metamaterials Reimagined:
New Applications for Metasurfaces and 4D Photonics
Vladimir M. Shalaev
Purdue University

The fields of nanophotonics and plasmonics enabled unprecedented ways to control the
flow light at the nanometer scale. In this presentation, novel emerging plasmonic concepts
and material platforms will be discussed with the focus on practical photonic technologies
for sensing, quantum optics, bio-medical and energy applications.

Circuit Metamaterials and Negative Index Media
D. R. Smith1
1 Center for Metamaterials and Integrated Plasmonics, Department of Electrical and
Computer Engineering, Duke University, 100 Science Drive, Durham, NC 27708, USA

Starting in 2000, the concept of a negative index medium received a significant
boost with the demonstration of an artificial medium with simultaneously negative
permittivity and permeability over a band of microwave frequencies [1]. The negative
index metamaterial proved a conjecture over three decades old, by Victor Veselago, who
had predicted that such a material could exist. With negative index media actually
available, the physics associated with this novel material could finally be probed and
demonstrated.
The negative index metamaterial was the result of combining a lattice of
conducting wires [2], which provided the negative permittivity, with a lattice of
conducting split ring resonators (SRRs) [3], which provided the negative permeability.
Both of these structures had been proposed by Sir John Pendry, who sought to create
unusual material response using effective media. Although initially developed to realize
negative index media, circuit-based metamaterials have shown remarkable versatility as
more general artificial media, and have become a platform technology to not only explore
exciting physics, but also to realize unique devices and applications. Each constituent
element in a metamaterial is considerably subwavelength in size, lending itself to
electrostatic or quasi-static analysis. Quite complex circuit elements can be included
within the metamaterial “atom,” allowing an extraordinary range of artificial materials to
be created and explored, including active and nonlinear media.
In this talk, I will discuss the basics of circuit metamaterials, their role in the
realization of negative index media, and their role as an enabler of exotic physics and
advanced materials.
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Back to the Future of Metamaterials
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The incredible story of metamaterials research is a perfect illustration for the old Danish
proverb that is often accredited to Niels Bohr: “Det er vanskeligt at spaa, især naar det
gælder Fremtiden 1”
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It is difficult to make predictions, especially about the future
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Addressing Plasmon-Enhanced Molecular Spectroscopy at
the Atomic Scale
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Electronic excitations and vibrations of molecules can be efficiently enhanced by
the action of optical resonators which improve the interaction between light and matter.
Among the variety of optical resonators, plasmonic cavities emerge as a special type
which reduce the electromagnetic effective mode volumes down to the nanoscale, thus
dramatically increasing light-matter interactions. Furthermore, atomic-scale
morphological features in plasmonic nanogaps are able to produce the ultimate
confinement of light, producing localization of photons at the atomic scale [1] with
effective mode volumes below 1 nm3. This extreme localization of light enables to
resolve the signal of a variety of molecular spectroscopies such as fluorescence or Raman
scattering with intra-molecular resolution [2]. Sub-nanometric access and control of
single-molecule electronic excitations has been achieved in this way in tip-enhanced
molecular electroluminescence [3], as well as non-linear optomechanical dynamics of
molecular vibrations has been revealed and experimentally monitored in PlasmonEnhanced Raman Scattering with the use of particle-on-mirror configurations [4,5].
To describe the interaction of light and matter in this extreme regime of
localization and interaction, quantum theoretical frameworks are needed which often
involve methodologies borrowed from (i) condensed matter physics to describe the
response of the plasmonic cavity [1], (ii) quantum chemistry to describe the spatial
extension of molecular excited states [6], or (iii) quantum optics to account for the
quantization of electromagnetic fields and their coherent dynamics [7]. The combination
of several of these approaches allows for addressing novel non-linear and coherent effects
in plasmon-enhanced molecular spectroscopy that will be reported here.

Figure 1. Example of molecular electronic excitation in a plasmonic cavity. (Left)
Calculated spatial map of the plasmon-exciton coupling strength, g, of a single ZnPc molecule
located around the horizontal plane of a plasmonic cavity, as depicted schematically in the panel
to the right.
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We synergistically combine a near-infrared spatial optical soliton supported by
nonlinear reorientation [1] with a collinear pump in weakly scattering dye-doped nematic
liquid crystals,[2] in order to obtain random lasing through recurrent scattering with
emitted light confined within the all-optical dynamic waveguide, as sketched in Fig. 1.
The resulting soliton-enhanced random laser exhibits a plethora of benefits, as the
two nonlinear phenomena concur not only to improve the lasing efficiency and its
spectral properties,[3, 4] but also to render the laser directional, well profiled and
externally switched.
Furthermore, this novel random laser can be redirected at will acting on the
trajectory of the soliton, thereby demonstrating a laser with controllable direction of the
emitted beam. Such effects make soliton- enhanced random lasers in uniaxial soft-matter
a viable route towards applications.
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Figure 1. (a) Geometry of the NLC sample. (b) Pump and NIR polarization arrangement
and evolution (top view). (c) Experimental setup; Laser1 and Laser2 represent NIR and
green pump, respectively, OBJ microscope objective, SM spectrometer.
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Genetically optimized nanophotonic structures for classical
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The ability of using integrated photonics to scale multiple optical components on a
single, monolithic chip offers key advantages to create miniature light-controlling
platforms. In this talk I will show recent experimental results demonstrating record-high
performance of on-chip photonic crystal nanostructures uniquely designed by genetic
evolution algorithms. I will present two types of devices:
•

Photonic crystal nanocavities exhibiting effective mode volumes below (λ/n)3 and
quality factors above 106 [1], Fig. 1. Building on such a platform, I will introduce
a scheme to implement silicon-based sources of non-classical light.

•

Coupled-cavity waveguides (CCWs), formed by staggered L3 photonic crystal
nanocavities, exhibiting record high group-index-bandwidth product (GBP) of
0.47 over a 17.7 nm bandwidth, Fig 2. Such a structural slow light propagation is
a key component for controlling the relative phase of light on-chip. Our structures
were realized in silicon-on-insulator slabs integrating up to 800 coupled
nanocavities, and characterized by transmission, Fourier-space imaging of mode
dispersion, and Mach-Zehnder interferometry.

Such a novel integrated nanophotonic platform enables applications ranging from
quantum photonics to LIDAR.



Fig. 1 | (a) Design of the genetic L3 PCN. (b) SEM top-view image of a fabricated
structure. (c) Resonant scattering spectrum of the genetic L3 PCN (open dots).
Best-fitted Fano lineshape (red line).





Fig. 2 | (a) Photonic band structure of a CCWs made up of 50
nanocavities measured by Fourier Space Imaging overlaid with
the GME simulation (white dashed line). (b) Red crosses:
experimental ng calculated from data in (b). (c) Measured
transmission.
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The research infrastructure STAR,
the center of a technological pole
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Since 1972 the University of Calabria is structuring a strong research system also installing
cutting-edge laboratories in areas of key enabling technologies. Physics is contributing with a relevant
effort, involving also other hard sciences and engineering, towards solutions in fields like technological
platforms for biomedical applications, cultural heritage and environment.
The last 2007-2013 PON program allowed to build STAR, the Southern Europe Thomson
Back-Scattering Source for Applied Research, a facility with National and European ambitions.
STAR is organized in three progressive levels: the x-ray source, five highly specialized
laboratories for matter physics and technology, a network of university departmental laboratories. All
together this defines a technological pole of strategic interest for the Italian scientific community.
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Optical magnetism and spatial dispersion effects in visible
light: the bottom-up approach.
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Intense research efforts have been devoted in recent years to the generation of
optical magnetism in artificial metamaterials. The vanishing of the magnetic
susceptibility of all natural materials at frequencies of infra-red or visible light is well
known [1]. Nevertheless, the possibility to observe a significant level of light-induced
local magnetization has been proposed and demonstrated in several artificial systems.
Basically artificial magnetism can be obtained in two ways, namely by loops of
plasmonic currents in engineered metallic structures [2,3] or else in the regime of
magnetic Mie resonances of dielectric units [4]. If a homogeneous electromagnetic
response of the material is wanted, the basic magnetic units should be of sub-wavelength
size.
The top-down approach, based on lithography techniques, has been successfully
used to produce optical devices exhibiting a strong magnetic polarization based on nanoloops of plasmonic currents [5,6] and more recently on magnetic Mie resonances of
silicon nanostructures [7].
In this paper, we review the realizations of optical magnetism based on the
bottom-up approach of material chemistry. The major objectives of this approach are a
large-scale cost-effective production of nano-sized meta-atoms exhibiting magnetic and
electric responses of high magnitude in visible or near-IR light, the possibility to tune and
overlap the electric and magnetic responses of such meta-atoms (Huyghens’ sources) and
an easy processing of the nano-objects to produce optical functional devices of large area.
Polarization resolved static light scattering at variable angle is used to identify the
multipolar response of the engineered meta-atoms.
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In this talk, we present our recent results on the development of the devices based on silicon
nanophotonics. We demonstrate how hybrid Si-Au nanoparticle can serve as an efﬁcient light
source for near-ﬁeld scanning optical microscopy. We also show that optically resonant silicon
nanoparticle can be used for heating, thermometry and biosensing at nanoscale.
Efﬁcient nanoscale white light source is of great importance for probing near-ﬁeld optical
properties of optical nanoantennas and nanophotonics devices in broad spectral range. Along
with tunnelling and scattering near-ﬁeld scanning optical microscopes (NSOMs) allowing to
retrieve information on electromagnetic ﬁeld components in the vicinity of the sample, NSOM
instruments mapping the local density of states (LDOS) distributions are in high demand.
We propose highly efﬁcient optical NSOM with an active probe operating in unprecedentedly
broad UV-VIS-NIR spectral band[1]. The probe is fabricated in two steps. A hybrid nanoparticle
with size in a range of 100-200 nm is printed from thin double-layer Si/Au ﬁlm by means of
laser printing technique. The particle is then transferred to the tip of an atomic force microscopy
cantilever using nanomanipulations under electron beam, see Fig. 1.

Figure 1: ...
In the NSOM experiments, the fabricated probe is irradiated by a near-infrared femtosecond
laser, which results in intense three-photon hot white light luminescence from the nanoparticle.
While the sample is scanned with respect to the tip, the emission spectra are recorded from the
substrate side in confocal arrangement. We therefore employ a hybrid Si/Au nanoparticle to
fabricate an active near-ﬁeld probe operating in an ultrabroad UV-VIS-NIR spectral band. The
demonstrated device is a powerful tool for the study of LDOS of nanoscale systems.
We also propose a novel photothermal approach based on resonant Si nanoparticles, which
posses imaginary part of permittivity signiﬁcantly smaller as compared to metal ones. We

show both experimentally and theoretically that a spherical silicon nanoparticle with a magnetic
quadrupolar Mie resonance converts light to heat up to 4 times more effectively than similar
spherical gold nanoparticle at the same heating conditions. We observe photo-induced temperature raise up to 900 K with the silicon nanoparticle on a glass substrate at moderate intensities
(< 2 mW/μm2 ) and typical laser wavelength (633 nm). The advantage of using crystalline silicon is the simplicity of local temperature control by means of Raman spectroscopy working in
a broad range of temperatures, i.e. up to melting point of silicon (1690 K), with sub-μm spatial resolution. Our CMOS-compatible heater-thermometer nanoplatform paves the way to novel
non-plasmonic photothermal applications, extending the temperature range and simplifying the
thermoimaging procedure [2]. Figure 2(a) shows schematic of dielectric optical heating concept
with simultaneous thermometry via thermally sensitive Raman scattering.

a

b

Figure 2: Schematic of a) optical heating and nanothermometry with dielectric nanoparticles and
b) demonstration of possible bio-applications
Moreover, we reveal that based on this concept silicon nanoparticle coupled with a thin
gold ﬁlmc ans ervea sa m ultifunctionalm etal-dielectric( hybrid)n anocavityo peratingu pto
1200K.Resonantinteractionoflightwithsuchnanocavityenablesmolecularsensing(seeshematicinFig.2(b)),heat-inducedmolecularevents(proteinunfolding),andtheirreal-timetracing
withananoscalethermometrythroughthemonitoringenhancedRamanscatteringbothfromthe
nanoparticleandanalyzedmolecules[3].
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Exceptional Points of Degeneracy in Coupled Mode
Systems: Theory and Applications
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Exceptional points of degeneracy (EPDs) are obtained in various ways with
corresponding different properties with applications in lasers as well as optical
localization and transport. Here we provide an overview explaining their physical
implications in photonics and electromagnetic systems and discuss possible applications.
One kind of EPD occurs at the transmission band edge of periodic lossless structures. In
essence, an EPD is a point in the parameter space of a system at which eigenmodes
coalesce in both their eigenvalues and eigenvectors into a single degenerate eigenmode.
The order of the EPD is determined by the number of coalescing eigenmodes. As an
example, the regular band edge (RBE), the stationary inflection point (SIP) and the
degenerate band edge (DBE) in lossless periodic structures are 2nd, 3rd and 4th order
EPDs, respectively. Moreover, EPDs are also found in parity-time (PT-) symmetric
systems, i.e., systems with balanced gain and loss, where we a real spectrum
(eigenvalues) is obtained even though the system is non-Hermitian. PT-symmetric
systems have received a great deal of attention recently in optics for its simple realization
in optical resonators and waveguides. However, in this presentation, we focus on a
broader framework of eigenmode degeneracies and their associated physical
characteristics and explore also EPDs in lossless coupled mode structures. Furthermore,
we explore interesting applications of EPDs in very-sensitive sensors, oscillators,
modulators, Q-switching devices, switches, pulse generation and lasers.
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A very recent novel branch of plasmonics aims at the investigation of the nonlinear
optical phenomena taking place in metal nanostructures (NS), and which can be exploited
for a new generation of nanophotonic devices with application to all-optical switching
and sensing. To address the challenging task of designing such nonlinear nanoplasmonic
devices, it is necessary to quantitatively understand and model the nonlinear optical
phenomena taking place on the ultrafast timescale in metallic NS following light
absorption.
An ultrashort pump pulse impinging on the NS excites free electrons in a non-thermal
distribution, with an excess energy per unit volume that is subsequently released, by
electron−electron scattering, to the thermalized electronic population, heating it up to a
higher temperature. Subsequently, electron−phonon scattering causes the electronic gas
to cool down and the lattice to increase its temperature, until a long-living equilibrium
temperature is achieved. A much slower phonon−phonon scattering process causes the
excess energy originally delivered to the nano-object to flow into the environment. If the
timescale of the lattice heating is much shorter than the period of mechanical vibration
modes in the NS, coherent oscillations can be launched. The period and damping of these
oscillations provide information on the geometrical properties, the speed of sound and the
Young modulus at the nanoscale.
Ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy, with time resolution down to 10 fs and broad
spectral coverage, can be used to follow the details of the energy relaxation processes in
metal NS. The results can be accurately described by a three-temperature model, which
considers equilibration processes between non-thermalized carriers, hot electrons and the
lattice. This presentation will provide several examples of ultrafast spectroscopy of metal
nanostructures, from thin films [1, 2] to metal-dielectric heterostructures [3, 4], individual
nanoparticles [5-8] and self-assembled supracrystals [9].
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Herein, we introduce a novel approach for achieving a real-time control over the hotelectron injection process in metal-semiconductor photocatalysts. Such functionality is
attained through the design of a hybrid nanocomposite in which plasmonic Au nanorods
and TiO2 nanoparticles are synergistically integrated with a thermoresponsive polymer.
In this manner, modifying the temperature of the system allows for (i) the precise
regulation of the interparticle distance between the catalyst and the plasmonic
component, and (ii) the reversible formation of plasmonic hot spots on the
semiconductor. Both features can be simultaneously exploited to modulate the injection
of hot electrons, thus boosting/inhibiting at will the photocatalytic activity of these
heterostructures. This innovative conception enables a dynamically adjustable
performance of semiconductors, hence opening the door to the development of a new
generation of plasmon-operated photocatalytic devices.

Representation of the collapse-swelling transition experienced by the Au-TiO2/pNIPAM nanohybrids
leading to, (i) the control of the electron injection on TiO2 by tuning the interparticle distance between the
semiconductor and the plasmonic material, and (ii) the reversible formation of interparticle hot spots.
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3D plasmonic nanostructures for biology and medicine
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In this talk we will show our last achievements and future perspectives of
three distinct class of plasmonic devices devoted to biological and medical applications.
First, we will present the exploitation of 3D nano-devices in combination with CMOS
arrays for intracellular recording of action potentials in mammalian neurons and
intracellular delivery of biomolecules, genic materials and nanoparticles. Also the active
interaction of the cell membrane with such 3D devices will be discussed. The developed
platform may enable significant advances in the investigation of the neuronal code,
development of artificial retinas and low-cost in-vitro platforms devoted to the
pharmacological screening of drugs. We will focus in details on the accurate monitoring
is of
importance
of
cellfundamental
electrical activity
that for pharmaceutical research and pre-clinical trials. In fact,
the latter imposes to check potential cardio-toxicity of new drugs devoted to a large
variety of diseases. We will introduce the concept of meta-electrodes, namely a
nanostructured surface that can work as electrode, a broad band plasmonic antenna, and
optimal cellular interface (see Figure 1). We show that meta-electrodes combined with
commercial CMOS technology enable high quality intracellular electrical signals on the
large network scale.

Figure 1. a) SEM cross-section of a cardiomyocyte on the porous platinum
electrode of a CMOS-MEA. The overlapping false colours represent the amplitude of the
electric field under illumination with the laser. b) Extracellular and intracellular (after
optoacoustic poration) action potentials of human cardiomyocytes recorded on CMOSMEA

In the second part of the talk we will show our recent achievements and future
perspectives of plasmonic nanopores for next generation sequencing of DNA and
proteins. By taking inspiration from DNA origami we used a ring protein as polymeric
template for realizing plasmonic nanopores. Some are shown in figure 2 in which silver
nanorings, derived from a protein by electroless deposition, stand on graphene
membranes. The diameters of the inner pores are in average 4 nm.

Figure 2. Silver nanorings on graphene membrane. Scale bar 20 nm.
Finally, we will present an artificial hyperbolic meta-particle that enables a
tailoring of both ohmic and radiative losses in the visible and near-infrared spectral
ranges. We show that the radiative channel can be completely decoupled from the ohmic
one thus enabling to create a system that is almost purely radiative or absorptive. Many
interesting applications can be foreseen including thermal emission manipulation and
photoacoustic imaging and therapy.

This project is supported by the European Community through the IDEAS grant
program “Neuroplasmonics” (GA N° 616213) and FET-Open “Proseqo” (GA N°
687089).
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How to Enhance Nonlinear Optical Signals of Metal-Oxide
Nanomaterials ?
Rachel Grange
ETH Zurich, Optical Nanomaterial Group, Institute for Quantum Electronics,
Department of Physics, Switzerland, grange@phys.ethz.ch, www.ong.ethz.ch
Nonlinear optical processes are known to be weak in bulk materials and extremely
small at the nanoscale since they mainly scale with the volume. Here I will show several
strategies to maximize nonlinear optical signals in nano-oxides with Perovskite
crystalline structure and in III-V nanowires. First, I will demonstrate how we enhance
second-harmonic generation (SHG) by using the scattering properties of individual
barium titanate (BaTiO3) nanoparticles. We use the Mie resonances to achieve an SHG
enhancement of four orders of magnitude within the same nanoparticle [1]. Our results
suggest that a strong increase of the SHG signal can be obtained without using plasmonic
or hybrid nanostructures [2].
Besides chemically synthesized nanostructures, we developed lithography processes to
obtain high aspect ratio lithium niobate (LiNbO3) nanowaveguides [3]. We demonstrate
phase-matching and use it to increase the guided SHG power by a factor of more than 40.
We also increase non-phase-matched guided second-harmonic by engineering the
nanowire length. Those bright nanostructures can serve for developing compact efficient
nonlinear optical sources or waveguides. Finally, I will report on cavity and anapole
effects in GaAs nanowires and on a powerful multiphoton imaging method to distinguish
various crystal structures in individual nanowires [4].
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Spatio-temporal near-field dynamics of strong coupling and
ultraslow light nanolasing in nanoplasmonic cavities
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Plasmonic nanomaterials and nanophotonics have the unique ability to confine light in extremely
sub-wavelength volumes and massively enhance electromagnetic fields. Fundamentally, such
high-field enhancement can alter the local density of states of a photoactive molecule to
unprecedented degrees and control its exchange of energy with light. For high enough field
enhancement, one enters the strong-coupling regime, where the energy exchange between the
excited states of molecules/materials and plasmons is faster than the de-coherence processes of the
system. As a result, the excitonic state of the molecule becomes entangled with the photonic mode,
forming hybrid excitonic-photonic states. These hybrid-states are part light, part matter and allow
for the characteristic Rabi oscillations of the atomic excitations to be observed. Until recently, the
conditions for achieving strong- coupling were most commonly met at low temperatures, where
de-coherence processes are suppressed. As a major step forward, we have recently demonstrated
[1] and studied the spatio-temporal dynamics [2] of room-temperature strong coupling of single
molecules in a plasmonic nano-cavity achieved using a host-guest chemistry technique, controlling
matter at the molecular level. This provides elementary building blocks for quantum information
systems, controlled photo-chemistry at the atomic level and manipulating chemical bonds.
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Fig. 1 | Single molecule strong coupling and surface plasmon polariton condensation in nanoplasmonic
cavities. Left: Schematic of a single molecule in a 0.9 nm gap between a gold nanophere and a gold surface.
Centre and right: Windows of 20 femtoseconds (centre) reveal the underlying ultrafast spatio-dynamics of a
condensed surface plasmon polariton via the dispersion relation (right) close to a stopped-light singularity acting
as a trap (right) with increasing width of the gain structure (centre, top to bottom). A stream of plasmons is
emitted at the sides with a predominantly negative phase velocity.

Nanoplasmonic stopped-light lasing is a recently established principle [3] that exploits ultraslow
waves on the nanoscale [4]. Extending traditional approaches to generate slow light (which are

usually based on resonances or on periodic configurations) beyond the diffraction limit light can
now be tightly focused on the nanoscale at greatly enhanced intensities while exhibiting greatly
boosted density of states and strong wave-matter interactions. We elucidate the general
methodology of broadband ultraslow light on the nanoscale [5] and highlight a range of
applications for quantum optics, high-density magnetic data-storage and nanoscale chemical
mapping.
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Microfluidics for the Fabrication
of Optical and Acoustic Metamaterials
J. Leng
University of Bordeaux, Laboratory of the Future, 178 avenue Schweitzer, F-33608
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I will present some realizations—fabrication or synthesis—of metamaterials via
microfluidic techniques in the fields of optics and acoustics. Our approach consists in
seeding a matrix with individual resonators to change the way a wave propagates. If the
two approaches share the same concepts of locally resonant materials, they differ by the
size of the resonators. For optics, we assemble hybrid nanoparticles (metallic and
inorganic, synthesized ex situ, in batch) with microfluidic directional solidification, out of
aqueous based dispersions, in order to build small-sized materials, homogeneous at the
scale of visible wavelengths; the initial functionality of the nanoparticles allows us
modify either the permittivity or the permeability of the final material [1]. For acoustics,
the resonators are particles of a size of order of hundred microns and the microfluidic tool
is relevant for the synthesis of these resonators, which are then assembled to make the
final material: soft 3D material with multiple frequency bands with negative refraction
index [2].
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Optical forces for materials and metamaterials
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Mechanical effects of light are a consequence of conservation laws in light
scattering. Optical tweezers (OT) [1], tools based on strongly focused light, enables
optical trapping and manipulation of a wide range of microscopic and nanoscopic
materials, as well as their characterization [2]. When used as force transducer, they are
capable of femtonewton force sensing in photonic force and torque microscopy [3-5]. In
the limiting cases of spherical particles either much smaller (dipole approximation) or
much larger (ray optics) than the trapping wavelength, the force in OT separates into
different contributions: a conservative gradient force, proportional to the light intensity
gradient, responsible for trapping, and a non-conservative scattering force, proportional
to the light intensity that generally is detrimental for trapping, but fundamental for optical
manipulation and laser cooling[1]. However, for non-spherical particles or at intermediate
(meso)scale the situation is more complex and this traditional identification of gradient
and scattering force is more elusive [1]. Moreover, shape, aggregation, and composition
can have dramatic consequences for optically trapped particle dynamics [6-8].
Here, after an introduction to optical forces with a focus on the role of shape and
composition, we give an overview of results on optical trapping, optical binding, and
characterization of 1D (silicon nanowires) [4,5,9] and 2D (graphene, hBN) [10] materials
with a focus on scaling laws. Furthermore, we investigate optical forces in proximity of
surfaces and epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) metasurfaces [11] yielding attraction or repulsion
depending on the surface properties and particle size.
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Hot electrons affect the absorption of ultrashort laser
pulses by plasmonic nanostructures
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Exciting plasmonic nanoparticles by subpicosecond laser pulses can generate a lot
of interesting phenomena, which can be further exploited in chemical or biomedical
applications: localized overheating [1-3], photoluminescence [4], electron emission,
production of free radicals in water [5], cavitation [6]. In order to quantitatively analyze
and optimize these effects, proper evaluation of the light pulse power absorbed by the
nanoparticles is highly required. However, in the literature the only stationary properties
are usually considered for that purpose. In this communication, we show that this may be
invalid owing to the optical nonlinearity associated with the photo-generated hot electron
distribution.
We demonstrate through a simple optical transmission experiment the influence of
hot electrons on the absorption cross section of gold nanorods, excited by subpicosecond
laser pulses tuned to the longitudinal plasmon resonance spectral domain. The partial
melting threshold of the nanorods is reached for a peak intensity of 5 GW/cm2,
corresponding to a volume density of energy of 2.2 aJ/nm3. Below this threshold, the
experimental results are interpreted through a model which accounts for the nonthermal
nature of the electron distribution and the possible multiphoton excitation [7]. The variation
of the effective optical absorption cross-section, <Vabs>, with laser peak intensity reveals a
strong nonlinearity, which in addition depends on laser wavelength and nanoparticle shape,
<Vabs> being either larger or smaller than the stationary cross-section value (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Relative variation of the effective
optical absorption cross-section of a gold
nanorod (aspect ratio: 4) in water, under
100-fs laser pulses at 800 nm wavelength,
as a function of laser peak intensity (log.
scale). The complex nonlinearity is
ascribed to the influence of the dynamics of
the hot electron distribution generated by
each laser pulse on the nanoparticle
optical response over the time scale of the
pulse itself.

Maximum AuNR temperature increase (°C)

Besides, we show that for a given pulse energy, the shorter the pulse duration, the
greater this deviation from the stationary value. Finally, we illustrate the concrete
implications of this discrepancy through the evaluation of the nanoparticle temperature
reached after photothermal conversion (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2. Maximum temperature
increase in an Au nanorod induced by
photothermal conversion of 100-fs laser
pulses tuned to the longitudinal plasmon
mode, vs. pulse peak intensity. Blue:
Considering the stationary value of the
absorption
cross-section.
Red:
Calculation accounting for the ultrafast
transient evolution of the electron
distribution during the pulse passage. At
1 GW/cm2 the temperature increase
reaches only ~1/3 (365 °C) of what is
predicted with the usual basic
assumptions of the literature [1-3]
(~1000 °C).
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Self-assembled metamaterials and metasurfaces
at optical frequencies.
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Nanophotonics explores the possibility of modulating light propagation with very
small amount of matter using nanoscale phenomena. The occurrence of plasmons at
metal/dielectrics interfaces is one of the very relevant phenomena, which has encouraged,
in the recent years, active research efforts towards the fabrication of nanostructured
metal-dielectric materials and surfaces. This presentation will show how we used selfassembling block copolymers for the “bottom-up” formulation of original anisotropic
plasmonic nanocomposites.
In particular, we produce and study periodic cylindrical and lamellar assemblies
composed of nanometric domains of pure polymer and domains of composite of polymer
loaded with a high density of gold nanoparticles (Figure 1).

60nm
Figure 1. Side view (SEM) of
a 3D lamellar metal-dielectric
nanocomposite.

Figure 2. Top view (SEM,
inset: AFM) of a 2D gold
nanoparticle array.

The spectral variation of their anisotropic effective dielectric permittivity is
determined by spectroscopic ellipsometry using appropriate effective medium models.
For large gold loading, the lamellar stacks present a frequency domain, in which the

ordinary and extraordinary components of the dielectric function are of opposite signs.
We therefore demonstrate for the first time the possibility of using a self-assembly
methodology for the fabrication of bulk hyperbolic metamaterial [1].
We have also shown that self-assembled block copolymers thin films can be used
as nanostructured templates [2] to obtain patterned metal-dielectric nanocomposites, from
quasi-continuous metal lines to discrete metal nanoparticle arrays [3]. We will discuss
how these nanoplasmonic patterns could be devoted to the fabrication of metasurfaces.
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Putting Nanoplasmonics to work!
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Fifteen years of very active research in the field plasmonics have enabled us to considerably
advance light control on the nanometer scale. Beyond the original peak of inflated
expectation, the assets of nanoplasmonics over other technologies became clearer along with
its limitations. More recently, the field has entered into the “slope of enlightenment” in which
the actual contribution of metallic nanostructures to future technologies has been better
identified. In this talk, we will review different aspects of our research where metallic
nanostructures are used as an enabling tool towards novel photonic functionalities.
1. On-a-chip biosensing with optical nanoresonators — Owing to the subwavelength
confinement of plasmonic fields, the resonances of optical nano-antennas are extremely
sensitive to tiny changes of their surrounding, as for instance induced by the binding of
molecules at their surface. This makes them very good candidates for compact, sensitive and
low cost biosensing. While last two decades have witnessed a diversity of nano-optical
systems with outstanding sensitivity, their implementation into a real analytical device is only
at its infancy. In this context, we present here our latest advances in the optical, label-free
detection of biomarkers based on gold and silicon nanoantennas integrated into a state-of-theart microfluidic platform [1-3].
2. Nanoscale heat control and its applications – Recent years have witnessed a growing
interest in controlling temperature on the nanoscale motivated by applications to different
fields, including information technology, chemistry and medicine. Under illumination at its
plasmon resonance, a metal nanoparticle features enhanced light absorption, turning it into an
ideal nano-source of heat, remotely controllable by light. Such a powerful and flexible
photothermal scheme sets the basis of the emerging and fast-growing field of
thermoplasmonics. In this last part of the talk we first briefly present the specificities of heat
generation in metal nanoparticles. We then focus on the experimental methods that have been
developed to further understand and engineer plasmonic-assisted heating processes on the
nanoscale [4]. Finally, we present a selection of applications, focusing on biomedicine [5, 6].
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Polariton condensates in an array of plasmonic
nanostructures
Daniele Sanvitto
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There is a growing interest in the study of polaritonic systems, mixed states of
photons and excitons, for both the realisation of all-optical devices, that could offer
limitless advantages in terms of energy consumption, dissipation-less operation and high
clock frequencies [1], and for the observation of quantum macroscopic phenomena in
Bose-Einstein condensates–Examples being quantised vortices dynamics, superfluid
(frictionless) flow, topological phases [2–5]. Although the latter are usually studied for
polaritons formed in optical microcavities, with very high Q factors, the possibility to
realise condensates in plasmonic systems is extremely intriguing, with great advantages in
terms of field concentrations and lower transition threshold compared to their lasing
counterparts.
Here we show the first observation of a polariton condensate formed by coupling a
molecular dye with a surface lattice resonant mode of a plasmonic array [6]. The formation
dynamics of the condensate will be compared and analysed against polariton condensates
formed in inorganic microcavity close to equilibrium and with a linearised excitation
spectrum.
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Cooperative spontaneous emission from an ensemble of
quantum emitters near plasmonic nanostructure
underpinned by cooperative energy transfer
Tigran V. Shahbazyan
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Spontaneous decay of a quantum emitter (QE), such as dye molecule or
semiconductor quantum dot, placed near a metal nanostructure supporting surface
plasmons in the same spectral range can be greatly enhanced due to new efficient
energy transfer (ET) channel from the QE to resonant plasmon mode. If a QE is coupled
to a cavity mode, the enhancement of spontaneous emission (SE) rate is characterized
⁄
, where is mode quality factor and is
by the Purcell factor [1] = 6
mode volume characterizing the field localization ( and are the frequency and speed
of light). While plasmon modes in, e.g., Au or Ag nanostructures, are typically of
considerably lower quality than cavity modes ( ~10-100 vs. 104), the small system
size well below the diffraction limit permits much greater field localization and, hence,
larger Purcell factors for decay rates. If the system size is not too small, a considerable
part of transferred energy can be radiated away by the plasmon mode, which now acts
as an antenna, resulting in strong enhancement of radiated power spectrum observed,
e.g., in numerous plasmon-enhanced fluorescence experiments [2,3], while the rest of
transferred energy is dissipated in the system mainly through the Ohmic losses in metal.
Note that the enhancement factor for power spectrum is limited by the plasmon
radiation efficiency and, therefore, is typically smaller than the Purcell factor. On the
other hand, enhancing by, e.g., increasing the system size, results in the reduction of
plasmon quality factor and, hence, of the Purcell factor as well. Furthermore, the
plasmon field localization, which is responsible for large Purcell factors in metal
nanostructures, is also limited by nonlocal effects in the electron optical response.
At the same time, spontaneous emission by an ensemble of QEs can be greatly
accelerated through electromagnetic correlations between QEs. The most commonly
known mechanism of cooperative emission is Dicke superradiance of QEs in a common
radiation field, which leads to formation of bright (superradiant) and dark (subradiant)
collective states with the former states radiating at a rate proportional to the full
ensemble size (even if only a few QEs are excited), and the latter states decaying at a
much slower rate [4]. In the presence of plasmonic structure, superradiance is modified:
while the QEs’ correlations are enhanced due to resonant Mie scattering, thus reducing
the negative impact of direct dipole interactions, the Ohmic losses in the metal suppress
correlations for QEs located too close to the metal surface [5]. Observation of plasmonenhanced superradiance poses a challenge as it hinges on delicate interplay between
QEs’ direct interactions, plasmon-enhanced radiative coupling, and metal losses.
On the other hand, strong absorption by a plasmonic nanostructure gives rise to
another collective effect – cooperative energy transfer (CET) from an ensemble of QEs
to resonant plasmon mode [6]. Namely, if the emission frequencies of excited QEs
lie within the plasmon spectral band, the plasmonic correlations between QEs lead to
=∑
, where
formation of the collective state that transfers its energy at a rate
are individual QE-plasmon ET rates determined by the plasmon local density of

states (LDOS) at the QE positions [6]. Then, if radiation efficiency of the plasmonic
it
antenna is sufficiently high ( ~1), this energy is radiated away at the same rate
is being received from the QE ensemble. Importantly, CET mechanism is relatively
insensitive to fluctuations of QEs’ frequencies caused, e.g., by direct dipole interactions
or, in the case of QDs, by their size variations if QEs’ frequency variations stay within
the large spectral width of the plasmon resonance. Furthermore, the power spectrum
retains the plasmon resonance lineshape and, therefore, is also largely independent of
QEs frequency variations within the ensemble. This implies that CET-based
cooperative emission should be more robust than other cooperative SE mechanisms,
such as superradiance, which are highly sensitive to the QEs frequency variations [4,5].
If sufficiently large number of QEs are excited, the CET-based spontaneous emission
rate can exceed field localization limits of individual QE decay rates.
Here we present a theory of cooperative spontaneous emission by an ensemble
of QEs coupled to plasmonic resonator. Although the underlying CET mechanism has
been described previously in terms of plasmon LDOS [6], the latter approach is now
updated to include plasmon radiation (in addition to Ohmic losses). We derive an
explicit expression (in terms of local field) for the power spectrum radiated by a
plasmonic system in the frequency range dominated by plasmon resonance. For a single
and establish its
QE coupled to plasmonic resonator, we derive the Purcell factor
.
relation to the enhancement factor of the radiated power spectrum: =
For an ensemble of excited QEs coupled to plasmonic resonator, we pinpoint
the collective state that saturates the ensemble ET rate to the plasmon mode and derive
cooperative Purcell factor as the sum of individual factors,
= ∑ , while the power
=
. For
spectrum enhancement factor for cooperative emission still has the form
comparable individual ET rates, e.g., if QEs are confined within a plasmonic cavity, the
CET rate scales with the ensemble size. In contrast, if QEs are distributed outside the
metal structure, the local fields that determine the individual ET rates rapidly decrease
as the distance to metal surface increases, so that the remote QEs are not coupled to the
plasmon mode. In this case, if QEs are uniformly distributed in an extended region that
saturates the plasmon mode volume, the cooperative Purcell factor is independent of
local fields and is determined solely by the system parameters measured in experiment.
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Bio-inspired Photonics: from nature to applications
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The most brilliant colours in nature are obtained by structuring transparent materials on
the scale of the wavelength of visible light. By controlling/designing the dimensions of
such nanostructures, it is possible to achieve extremely intense colourations over the
entire visible spectrum without using pigments or colorants. Colour obtained through
structure, namely structural colour, is widespread in the animal and plant kingdom [1].
Such natural photonic nanostructures are generally synthesised in ambient conditions
using a limited range of biopolymers. Given these limitations, an amazing range of
optical structures exists: from very ordered photonic structures [2], to partially disordered
[3], to completely random ones [4].
In this seminar, I will introduce some striking example of natural photonic
structures [2-4] and review our recent advances to fabricate bio-mimetic photonic
structures using the same material as nature. Biomimetic with cellulose-based
architectures enables us to fabricate novel photonic structures using low cost materials in
ambient conditions [6-7]. Importantly, it also allows us to understand the biological
processes at work during the growth of these structures in plants.
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Publishing in Nature journals
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Launched in January 2007, Nature Photonics is a monthly journal dedicated to
optics and photonics that publishes top-quality, peer-reviewed research in all areas of
light generation, manipulation and detection. This talk, although with an emphasis on
Nature Photonics, will introduce you to all the existing and new Nature journals, and
cover the detailed information and guidelines on scientific manuscript preparation and
submission. Also presented is an overview on the editorial and peer-review processes in
all Nature journals. You will get to know what editors seek, how to write a good cover
letter and a good scientific paper, the peer review process that your paper goes through
and how to make an appeal. More importantly, you will find out how you can contribute
to the journals apart from publishing your research.
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Combining metallic and dielectric nanostructures in metamaterials allows precise
engineering not only their linear optical properties and dispersion but also nonlinear
behaviour and its dynamics. For metamaterials with anisotropic optical properties, such
nonlinear behaviour and associated shift of resonances can be used to efficiently control
the polarisation of reflected or transmitted light by inducing nonlinear phase shifts. Not
only intensity and polarisation nonlinearities but also their time response can be
engineered by the anisotropic metamaterial design.
In this talk we overview opportunities for ultrafast nonlinear control of polarisation of
light transmitted or reflected from various anisotropic materials. We will present
experimental studies and numerical modelling of third-order nonlinear optical processes
in hyperbolic metamaterials based on metallic nanorods and other plasmonic systems and
metasurfaces where coupling between the resonances plays important role in defining
nonlinear response. Some of the examples to be discussed include an ultrafast synthesis
of linear or elliptical light polarisation upon light transmission or reflection from the
metamaterial by choosing wavelength with respect to the metamaterial resonances and
time delay between control and signal pulses [1]. Additionally, control of polarisation of
four-wave mixing output from geometric-phase metasurfaces by controlling polarisation
of pump or signal beams [2] as well as other polarisation effects in complex vector
beams.
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Enhancing circular dichroism at the nanoscale
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Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy is one of the most relevant tools for the
discrimination of enantiomers and for the determination of their configuration and
conformation. However, CD signals are usually extremely weak, making the analysis of
small amounts of chiral analytes very challenging. Recently, novel ‘superchiral’
approaches have been proposed to enhance the CD signal by tailoring the properties of
the electromagnetic field through the control of the associated optical chirality [1]. In this
framework, plasmonic chiral sensing holds exciting perspectives [2,3] but several
challenges have also been discussed [4-6].
In this talk we first introduce a universal limitation to plasmonic superchirality,
demonstrating that in the quasi-static limit the average optical chirality in the surrounding
of a plasmonic nanostructure is analytically bound and the upper limit poses significant
challenges in the visible spectral range [6]. These findings also justify the recent
proposals to move to dielectric materials for superchiral spectroscopies [5].
Along this line, we then introduce the novel concept of ‘superchiral surface
waves’ originating from the coherent superposition of the TE and TM surface modes in a
one-dimensional photonic crystal with an anisotropic metamaterial surface defect [7,8].
The resulting platform provides superchiral fields over arbitrarily large areas and wide
spectral ranges (down to the UV), with CD signal enhancements of more than 2 orders of
magnitude. Moreover, the original spectral fingerprint associated with a specific CD
resonance is reconstructed with high fidelity. These findings pave the way towards onchip surface-enhanced chiral sensing, spectroscopy, and all-optical manipulation.
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Areliabledescriptionofopticalpropertiesofplasmonicnanostructureswithdifferentlength
scalesrequiresmethodsbeyondclassicalelectromagnetism.Inthiscontext,itbecomesveryimportanttodevelopsimulationtechniquestotakeintoaccountquantummicroscopicfeaturesat
thescaleofbillionsofatoms. Densityfunctionaltheory(DFT)methodsaregenerallyunsuitablebecausetheircomputationalcostgrowsasfastasO(Ne3 )suchthattheirreachislimited
tosystemswithfewthousandselectrons. Conversely,methodsbasedoneffectivedescriptions
have also been proposed [1, 2], although their applicability depends on a priori calculations
usuallyrelyingonadifferentmethodanditislimitedtothelinearresponseregime.
Apromisingalternativeisgivenbyorbital-freetechniqueswhereelectronenergyfunctionals are expressed in terms of the electron density n rather than the single electronic orbitals.
To this category belongs the hydrodynamic theory (HT), in which the quantum dynamics is
solvedviamacroscopicobservablequantities, suchas, nandthecurrentdensityJorthevelocityv. Becauseofthecomplexityofthesystemsinvolved,howevertheHThasusuallybeen
consideredwithinthelimitoftheThomas-Fermi(TF)approximationwiththeassumptionofa
constantgrounddensity,neglectingessentialeffectssuchaselectronspill-outandquantumtunneling. TheTF-HThowevercanbegreatlyimprovedbyaddinga∇n-dependentcontribution
totheTFkineticenergyofthefree-electrongas.Inthisway,aspacedependentgrounddensity
canbeeasilytakenintoaccount[3].. Thismodelusuallydenominatedquantumhydrodynamic
theory(QHT).SystematiccomparisonsofQHTwithDFTresults[4,5]howeverpointedout
thatinordertodescribewellbothnear-andfar-ﬁeldfeaturesofplasmonicsystems,onemight
needtosacriﬁcetheself-consistencyofthemethod[ 5].Aprecisepredictionoftheﬁeldsnear
the surface is in fact extremely important for tunneling regimes and nonlinear applications.
Moreover,initspresentformtheQHTdoesnottakeintoaccountsize-dependentbroadening
oftheplasmonicresonances,althougharecenteffortinthisdirection[6]suggestedtheuseof
adensity-dependentdampingrate. Asforallorbital-freemethods,thechallengeistoﬁndan
appropriateenergyfunctionalthatcorrectlyaccountsfortheelectrongastotalenergy.
Inthistalk,IﬁrstshowthattheQHTequationcanbeformallyderivedformthesingleparticle Kohn-Sham (KS) equation. This derivation clearly shows the degree of approximations
thataremadewhenusingtheQHTandallowstostraightforwardlyincorporateinthehydrodynamicequationaviscoelasticterm,sothatbroadeningofcollectiveexcitationcanbetaken
intoaccount,aswellasacorrectiontotheplasmondispersion. BecausetheQHTintrinsically
describesbothlongitudinalandtransverseﬁelds,itisthenpossibletoincludeinthehamiltonianacurrent-dependentexchange-correlation(XC)vectorpotential. Suchpotentialhasbeen

developed by Vignale and Kohn [7] in the context current density functional theory (CDFT).
The peculiarity of this functional is that it has the form of a divergence of a viscoelastic stress
tensor, offering an intuitive and unprecedented way to improve the theory. The results is a theory that can be applied to a class of much larger problems compared to DFT techniques, with
comparable accuracy.
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Figure 1: Dimer of Na spheres constituted by Ne = 398 electrons each.
The theory correctly predicts size-dependent plasmon energies and broadening, as well as
near-ﬁeld properties. Application to nanoparticle dimers also show good agreement with DFT
calculations previously published, down to the tunneling regime (see Fig. 1).
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Optical force positioning and aggregation of nanoparticles
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Optical forces are a consequence of the conservation of electromagnetic
momentum in light-matter interaction. When particles are smaller than the light
wavelength, two types of forces are at work in optical manipulation: a force proportional
to the intensity gradient of light (the gradient force), which is directed towards the beam
focus, and radiation pressure, which is proportional to the light intensity and directed
along the beam propagation. Hence, the trapping or positioning of a nanoparticle which
interacts with the laser beam depends on the balance between these forces. Generally,
when high numerical aperture objectives are used to focus the laser beam, the gradient
force can overwhelm scattering forces and particles are optically trapped [1-5].
However, optical forces can be used not only to confine, but also to push
nanoparticles towards a surface [6]. In this work, recent results [7-9] on the optical
pushing and aggregation of nanoparticles are discussed. Optical force positioning of Au
nanorods has been used to realize surface-enhanced Raman sensors for high-sensitivity
detection of molecules of biological interest directly in liquid environment and on
standard microscope slides, without any special preparation of the substrate [7,8].
Moreover, optical pushing can be also used to decorate with plasmonic particles more
complex 3D structures obtained by two-photon photopolymerization [10]. The dynamics
of the optical pushing process has been correlated to the extinction properties of the
plasmonic particles by investigating the growth of aggregates as a function of wavelength
using laser sources with different wavelength.
Finally, optical forces can be used to push nanoparticles obtained by liquid-phase
exfoliation of two-dimensional materials with large extinction [9]. The pushing of MoS2
and WS2 nanoparticles allows the patterning of a substrate in short times (minutes) and
without any preparation of the surface. This study opens perspectives for the controlled
patterning of substrates with layered materials or to realize mixed van der Waals
structures with layered materials of different origin.
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Quantum emitters located in proximity to a metal nanostructure individually transfer their energy
via near-field excitation of surface plasmons. The energy transfer process results in faster
spontaneous emission rate due to the plasmon-enhanced local field [1]. Cooperative plasmonassisted energy transfer (PCET) from excited emitters to a plasmonic nanoantenna has been
predicted at a rate proportional to emitters’ number [2]. We demonstrate PCET using an integrated
plasmonic nano-cavity and realize up to six-fold enhancement in the emission rate of emitters
coupled to the same nano-cavity, i.e., the spontaneous emission increase goes beyond the plasmon
field enhancement. The rate enhancement is linearly proportional to emitters’ number controlled
by excitation power. We utilize PCET to dynamically modulate the spontaneous emission rate at
room temperature. Plasmon-assisted interactions can overcome the boundaries set by the ultimate
limits on plasmon-enhanced local fields.

[1] E. Purcell, Resonance Absorption by Nuclear Magnetic Moments in a Solid, Phys. Rev. 69,
681(1946).
[2] T. V. Shahbazyan, Local Density of States for Nanoplasmonics Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 207401,
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One of the most exciting developments in photonics in recent years is the
discovery of topological states of light [1-3]. Typically, the topological properties are
inherited from a nonreciprocal material response. Topological materials with a brokentime reversal system are known as Chern-type insulators. Topological systems may
enable the propagation of unidirectional edge-states protected against back-scattering.
Remarkably, it was recently shown that there is an alternative way to obtain backscattering immune light propagation that relies simply on symmetry rather than on a nonreciprocal response or on topological properties [4]. Specifically, a reciprocal system
simultaneously invariant under the composition of the parity ( ), time-reversal ( ) and
duality ( ) transformations may enable bi-directional propagation of light immune to
reflections and insensitive to some classes of defects and imperfections [4].
Out of the many opportunities created by reflection immune edge-states, here we
are interested in “electromagnetic-field hotspots”, i.e., regions of space wherein the
electromagnetic field energy can be massively enhanced. This effect was previously
demonstrated in nonreciprocal platforms that support unidirectional edge-states [5, 6]. It
was found that in the limit of no loss the unidirectional propagation of light can create
ultra-singularities with a diverging stored energy [6]. Notably, here we show that similar
hotspots may be formed in bi-directional reciprocal   -invariant photonic systems.
In particular, we consider a   -invariant wedge formed by two distinct matched
hyperbolic metamaterials ( H P ) (MHM) that enclose an Ω-medium sector (Fig. 1a) [7,
8]. Hyperbolic metamaterials are of great interest as they enable a plethora of exotic
electromagnetic phenomena [9]. Interestingly, even though the relevant surface
waveguides are bi-directional, due to the   -invariance the edge-states can flow
towards the vertex without experiencing any backscattering. It can be shown that for a
fixed polarization the photon flow is interrupted at the wedge vertex. Thus, since the
incoming wave cannot escape to the bulk regions, the electromagnetic field is massively
enhanced at the vertex (Fig. 1b). Furthermore, despite the time-reversal invariance of the
system, it turns out that the field singularities at the wedge vertex are formally equivalent
to those found in nonreciprocal structures. Therefore, we envision that the concept of
  -invariance may be helpful in the design of electromagnetic field hotspots using
solely reciprocal materials and may find applications in nonlinear optics.

Figure 1 – a) A   -invariant angular wedge is formed by two matched hyperbolic
materials that enclose an Ω-medium sector. The waveguide supports back-scattering
immune edge-states that propagate towards the vertex where the photon flow is
interrupted. This gives rise to an ultra-singular behavior of the fields. b) Amplitude of the
electric field E at the interface y 0 between the Ω-medium sector and the MHM-type
II wall.
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In the transient analysis of the electromagnetic scattering from nanoparticles, the understanding of the damping mechanisms and the calculation of the lifetimes of plasmon modes
are of central importance. So far, this problem has only been addressed in the limit of small
particles, where the lifetimes are calculated in the electro-quasi-static approximation. However, when the size of the particles is comparable to the incident wavelength, the electro-quasi
static approximation breaks down, and the continuum of radiative modes have to be rigorously
included in the model.
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Inthiswork,wefocusontheproblemofcalculatingtheradiativedecayratesoftheplasmon
modesinthefull-waveregimeand,byusinganelectro-hydrodynamicalHamiltonianformulation,weareabletodealwithparticlesofeverysizeandshape. Asanexample,weinvestigate
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dependence of the multipoles decay rates on the particle radius, as shown in Fig. 1. In particular, the decay rates of each multipole reaches a maximum for a given value of the radius, then
undergoes a reduction. Therefore, the decay mechanism of spheres of different radii may be
dominated by different multipole modes.
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Silicon photonics, or the technology that guides light beams on silicon chips,
is an expanding market with an increasing number of applications being demonstrated
each year [1]. Plasmonics has not yet made its way to the microelectronic industry,
mostly because of the lack of compatibility of typical plasmonic materials like gold
and silver with silicon CMOS foundry processes [2]. In this context, we have
undertaken the development of heavily-doped germanium thin films as novel
plasmonic materials, directly grown on silicon wafers with CMOS compatible
processes [3]. Here, we review the Ge components that have been developed in the
course of the project GEMINI (‘Germanium mid-infrared plasmonics for sensing’)
including antenna arrays for sensing [4, 5], optically activated antennas [6],
waveguides [7], and nanoantennas for nonlinear frequency conversion [8].

Figure 1. Doped germanium nanoantennas on silicon wafers. (a) Single rod antennas. (b) Double-rod
antenna encapsulated in a PDMS thin film. (c) Antenna resonances measured by FTIR. (d) Midinfrared sensing signal of a vibrational line of PDMS resonant with the plasmonic antennas [4].

Plasmonic nanoantennas have been realized in the form of linear Ge rods, both
isolated and coupled in pairs (Figure 1) [4]. The electron-doping level in Ge was
above 2x1019 cm-3 with a plasma wavelength at 8.5 Pm (1200 cm-1) [3]. The
fabrication process is based on reactive ion etching in an inductively-coupled plasma
with high selectivity for Ge over Si. Electromagnetic hotspots have been predicted by
simulations at the edges of the rods at different resonant wavelengths from 9 to 20
Pm. The localized resonances have been confirmed by molecular sensing experiments

[4] and, more recently, by nonlinear frequency up-conversion experiments [8]. Other
nanoantenna designs have been explored such as suspended Ge membranes with
narrow slits, acting as resonant slot antennas in the mid-infrared [5]. Finally, ultrafast
optical activation of undoped Ge antennas by femtosecond laser pulses has been
demonstrated [6].

Figure 2. Ge-on-Si waveguides with diffraction grating couplers at different MIR wavelengths on the
same chip. The transmission bandwidths plotted in the right panel are measured on-chip with a novel
scanning probe MIR nanospectroscopy technique based on the local photothermal expansion of a
polymer block, positioned at the end of each waveguide [7].

Ridge waveguides and rib waveguides (see Figure 2) have also been
developed using similar fabrication processes on insulating Ge films to minimize free
carrier losses. Propagation losses at mid-infrared wavelengths from 6 to 10 Pm were
determined to be in the range 3 to 10 dB/cm [7]. A novel near-field diagnostic tool
based on an atomic-force microscope and a tunable quantum cascade laser has been
developed to image guided mode propagation on-chip in the mid infrared. The tool is
based on a mid-IR nanospectroscopy platform (NanoIR2 by Anasys) that measures
with a scanning probe the local photoexpansion signal on a polymer block positioned
at the end of each waveguide.
In conclusion, we have developed the components for a chip-scale platform
technology using Ge on Si, including waveguides, plasmonic antennas, optically
activated antennas, and non-linear elements. Envisioned applications include mid
infrared spectroscopic sensors for healthcare, security and environmental monitoring.
The research leading to these results has received funding from the European
Union’s Seventh Framework Programme under grant agreement no. 613055.
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Abstract: Nanolasers and nano-sized nonlinear optical devices are the two
fundamental building blocks of any modern optical integrated circuit. In order to
operate beyond the diffraction limit, these devices implement plasmonic waveguidebased platforms. However, both classes of devices are currently at an impasse. In this
presentation we show how a unified theoretical framework can lead to novel and
superior performing plasmonic waveguide configurations, although the underlying
physics is totally different.
Modern optical integrated devices are limited by the diffraction of light, which
can be overcome by implementing structures based on plasmonic waveguide
platforms. Plasmonic nanolasing and nonlinear optical generations, such as four-wave
mixing, developed separately due to their different physics, although both used metalbased configurations. Both fields are currently at an impasse. In order to break this
impasse, we developed a unified theoretical approach. We find that the waveguide
design for both lasing and degenerate four-wave mixing in lossless and in plasmonic
waveguides can be described by a single theoretical framework, in spite of the distinct
physics. We perform a global comparison of plasmonic waveguide configurations and
show that the results to be essentially the same, though nanolasers require an
additional buffer layer to eliminate quenching. Not only do we confirm the
performance of configurations in the literature but also, we exploit innovative designs
with even better performance, and that may also solve the long-standing objective of
low-threshold electrically pumped plasmonic nanolasers.
Figure 1 shows the best performing plasmonic waveguide configurations, such
as MDM, MLDLM, MHDHM, etc. where M stands for Metal, D for the active
medium (for nanolasing) or the nonlinear medium (for four-wave mixing), L stands
for low refractive index, H for high refractive index and A for air. Figure 1a shows the
figure of merit for nanolasing, represented by the ratio k0»gth and the normalized
effective area of the propagating plasmonic mode, where gth is the gain threshold and
k0=2ʌ»Ȝ. The continuous lines represent configurations that include a buffer layer
which is necessary for obtaining lasing action by avoid quenching effects. Figure 1b
plots the ratio F»ǻnmax versus the normalized effective area by comparing the same
plasmonic configurations as per Figure 1a. F is the figure of merit for four-wave
mixing based plasmonic devices [1,2], which quantifies the maximum conversion
efficiency via Șmax=(4F2)»27, and ǻnmax is the maximum index change sustainable by

a nonlinear material. As is clear from Figure 1 both phenomena can be described by
the same theoretical frameworks giving the same results, although the physics is
totally different.

Figure 1. (a) The ratio of the electric energy in the gain medium and in the lossy
metal versus the normalized effective area for various nanolasing configurations.
The continuous curves indicate configurations with a buffer layer to avoid
quenching effects. (b) Figure of merit for four-wave mixing processes using the
same plasmonic configurations as in (a). The graph represents the plot between the
ratio between the electric energy in the nonlinear medium and in the lossy metal
versus the normalized effective area. In both plots, tD represents the thickness of the
D layer.
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A nano-plasmonic chip for sensing with localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) and
for measurement of DNA concentrations has been demonstrated. The nanosensor was
created by constructing arrays of metallic nanostructures based on supra(meta)molecular
arrangements of metamolecular units, designed and fabricated using electron beam
lithography, with strong plasmonic performances. The LSPR-based device offers realtime, label-free, and low-sample-volume quantification of double-strand DNA in water
with high sensitivity and selectivity, achieving a limit of detection around 69ng/ml.
The development for early and potent device in many contexts of medicine and biology
has stimulated the interest of different research group in the implementation of biosensors with outstanding performance. The challenge resides in achieving detection
systems with low limit of detection (LOD), high sensitivity, high reproducibility and,
moreover, easy-to-use. Plasmonic nanosensors are characterized by selective responses
that produce a frequency shifts in presence of biological material. Among the plasmonic
devices, localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) based nanosensors are one of the
most widely pursued tools for the detection of biological and chemical targets [1]. Light
impinging on the sensor surface results in localized surface plasmons with decay lengths
of the order of few nanometers (5-10 nm). Analyte binding on the surface, that cause
refractive index changes within this sensing length, produce a measureable wavelength
shift in the extinction spectra. LSPR based devices can allow a label-free detection,
ultrasensitive quantification with specific detection of analytes, and in particular,
compared with other plasmonic sensors, they can be easily implemented in low-cost
portable systems. In this work, we engineer two-dimensional LSPR–based nanosensors
made of gold nanopillars arranged in an octupolar geometry (figure 1a) [2]. The unit cell
is made of four gold triangular nanoprisms: three (size 200 nm) arranged at vertices of an
equilateral configuration and one smaller (size 80 nm) located at the center (inset figure
1a). We fabricated our nanosensors with the use of the electron beam lithography (EBL)
process and we morphologically characterized them by the use of both SEM and AFM
techniques. In particular, we realized and compared patterns with different minimum
inter-cell distance (mid). The bulk refractive index sensitivity (m) of the sensors has been
evaluated, and a maximum value of 280 nm/RIU has been obtained. The performance of
the engineered nanosensors for biological analysis has been tested for the detection of
water solutions of double-stranded salmon deoxyribonucleic acid (dsDNA) at various
concentrations. The LOD was determined interpolating the concentration curve with the
value that is three-fold higher than the standard deviation of the background signal. We

evaluated a minimum LOD of 69 ng/ml and a working range of 10 ng/ml – 1 mg/ml for
the nanosensor with a mid=100 nm (fig. 1b). The LOD found is some orders of
magnitude lower than that obtained using conventional method based on UV absorbance
and it allows a detection range wider in respect to other complex techniques or
commercial assay kit. These results are promising to realize portable biosensing devices
for both laboratory and point-of-care applications.

Fig. 1 SEM image of the Octupolar 2D nanopattern with mid= 100 nm, in inset the unit cell of the
pattern, b) LSPR shift vs concentrations of dsDNA achieved using the octupolar nanopattern with
mid= 100 nm.

Further studies presented are addressed to analyze concentration/orientation of purine
bases exploiting the combination of engineered nanomaterials and Surface Enhanced
Raman Scattering (SERS) technique. A picomolar detection of a purine base was
achieved. To the best of our knowledge it’s the first time that an experimental study of
orientation of purine bases is performed by SERS.
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Epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) materials, both artificial and engineered, have attracted
an increasing interest due to the peculiar way how light interacts with such materials, such
as supercoupling, trapping light in a small volume [1]. The ENZ range, where the real part
of the permittivity (ε) approaches or crosses the zero, can be obtained in different systems,
including metal dielectric composite or highly doped semiconductor. A particular family
of natural ENZ materials is the Transparent conductive oxide (TCO), as Indium Tin Oxide
(ITO) and Aluminum doped Zinc Oxide (AZO). Due to the low optical losses in the ENZ
region, these materials present a near zero index of refraction in the same spectral range.
As the effective wavelength in such material tend to infinity as → 0 in the ENZ region,
a thick film of TCO could behave essentially as the deeply subwavelength thin film. It was
recently shown that in an AZO film, this near-zero response leads to an enhancement of
the non-linear response in terms of optical Kerr effect with a relative change of ∆ over
400% in a ultrafast temporal window [2]. These features, together, make the AZO a suitable
platform for the study of fundamental physical problems in time dependent materials [3,4]
overcoming the usually weak light-matter interaction. For example, by integrating deeply
subwavelength TCO films in a meta-surfaces, a regime of strong coupling can be reached
with a Rabi splitting over the 30% [5]. In such a system, the plasmonic resonant of a metal
resonator is strongly coupled with a new type of optical modes supported by the deeply
subwavelength ENZ material, called ENZ modes. The strong light-matter interaction leads
to a dramatically enhanced nonlinearity in terms of optical Kerr effect, with a ∆ on the
of pump power [6].
order of the unity with less than 1
/
To understand the nature of the strong-coupling in the plasmon-ENZ system, we
performed a study of the optical behaviour of a meta-surface based on gold nano-antenna
array sitting on top of a deeply subwavelength AZO film. From the ellipsometer data of a
30 nm AZO film (fig. 1a), it is possible to see that the Re(ε) crosses the zero at 1400 nm
with low optical losses. Near the epsilon zero frequency, the AZO thin film support the
ENZ modes with a large density of states. Using COMSOL Multiphysics, we performed
finite element simulations where the gold nano-antenna has a width of 27 nm and a height
of 110 nm. In order to investigate the strong coupling of the hybrid plasmonic-ENZ system
we designed the antenna resonance changing its length, from 200 to 450 nm, on top of the
AZO film with 30 nm thickness. As can be seen from fig. 1b, for an electromagnetic
radiation with normal incidence on the sample the plasmonic resonance of the antenna,
sitting on a bare glass substrate, exhibits a red shift (yellow curve) as its length increases.

When the AZO film and the gold nano-antenna are brought together, the metal resonance
is split in two polariton branches (blue and red curves). The first resonance is around ≈
1200
, whereas the second is at ≈ 1700
with a spectral separation of ~500
.
In this strongly coupled system, at zero detuning between the two resonances, the two
modes cannot be viewed as two independent and separate modes: there is neither a plasmon
resonance mode nor an ENZ mode, but only a coupled hybrid mode. As a peculiar feature
of the coupled system, the electromagnetic field is confined in the AZO film. We carried
out additional simulations for 10 nm, 20 nm, 40 nm, 60 nm and 300 nm of AZO film (fig.
1c). As the thickness of the AZO film increases, the spectral separation of the two polariton
branches increases, but the second resonance becomes broader and less evident until it
disappears for a 60nm thickness. Considering that the ENZ modes can exist only if the film
is deeply subwavelength (due to losses), the meta-surface with thick ENZ film does not
exhibit the strong coupling feature and the antenna resonance is locked to the ENZ region.
This lock is due to strong dispersion of the AZO film in the ENZ spectral range.

Fig.1 a) Experimental real and imaginary part of the dielectric permittivity of AZO 30nm.b) Simulated resonance of the
hybrid plasmon-ENZ coupled system in function of the gold nano-antenna length. c) Simulated transmittance of the
meta-surface for different AZO thickness, for an electromagnetic radiation at normal incidence.

In conclusion, we have investigated a promising strongly coupled system at nearinfrared frequencies with a large polariton splitting of 35%. Following recent discoveries
regarding the nonlinear response of AZO in its ENZ region and the enhancement of the
light matter interaction in such time dependent meta-surfaces, this could pave the way for
fundamental studies of quantum optical processes. In particular, applications might be
found where the strong coupling regime is required in order to reduce the power footprint
without reducing the efficiency of nonlinear processes.
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Nanothermometry is an exciting ﬁeld where the ability to measure absolute temperatures
with nanoscale resolution is required. Here we show that wet-chemically synthesized gold
nanorods (AuNR) can be used as absolute nanothermometers by detecting their blue-shifted
or anti-Stokes photoluminescence emission. The anti-Stokes emission is highly sensitive to
temperature and thus it can be used for thermometry[1, 2].
We consider the luminescence emission from gold nanorods as radiative recombination of
electron-hole pairs created by the decay of the plasmon, after their interaction with thermal
baths. Before the electron-hole pair recombine, carriers may interact with the phonons or other
carriers one or more times, leading to secondary light emission with an energy different from the
initial internal energy of the pair. The anti-Stokes spectral contribution arises from interactions
that increase the energy of the pair, whereas the Stokes emission corresponds to a decrease in
energy. Additionally, this emission process will be enhanced by the presence of the surface plasmon resonance. This leads to an emission luminescence spectrum modulated by the plasmon
spectral shape ISPR (ω).
We studied the anti-Stokes emission from individual gold nanorods of average size 25 nm
×50 nm and SPR around 640 nm under monochromatic excitation with a diffraction-limited
532 nm or 633 nm spot. Figure 1 (a) shows in the green curve the Stokes emission from a single
AuNR when it is excited by a 532 nm laser. From this spectra we can extract the SPR position
and shape [2]. The ﬁgure also shows three spectra taken at different excitation powers showing
the usual Stokes-shifted emission and blue-shifted band.
We phenomenologically model the anti-Stokes part of these spectra assuming that the gain in
energy of the electron-hole pair due to interactions with the lattice phonons. Thus, the emission
must obey a Bose-Einstein statistics, modulated by the SPR shape to account for the enhancement.

−1
(ω − ωL )
(1)
−1
I(ω) = ISPR (ω) · exp
kB T
where I(ω) is the emitted intensity, ω is the angular frequency of the photons and ωL is the
frequency of the exciting laser and ISPR (ω) is the surface plasmon resonance spectrum. We
notethattheonlyfreeparameterinourmodelistheabsolutetemperatureT (andanirrelevant
proportionalityconstant).
Weusedthismodeltoﬁtthemeasuredanti-StokesspectrafromasingleAuNRatdifferent
excitationpowersoftheresonantlaserat633nm. Figure1(b)showsthespectraintheenergy
domainandthecorrespondingfits,showingaremarkableagreement.Foreachfittedspectrawe
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Figure1: Luminescenceemissionspectraofasinglegoldnanorod. (a)Completeemission
spectra. Thegreencurveisthemeasuredluminescenceemissionunder532nmexcitationand
theblackcurveshowstheextractedISPR (ω)fromthisspectra.Theothercurvesaretheemission
ofthesameparticleunder633nmirradiationatthreedifferentpowersindicatedinthelegend.
(b)Anti-StokesspectraatdifferentexcitationpowersforasingleAuNRinwateratroomtemperature. Thesolidlinesareﬁtsusingequation(1).Theinsetshowstheextractedtemperature
valuesandlinearﬁtusedtomeasuretheambienttemperature.
obtainasingletemperatureandbyplottingthesetemperaturesasafunctionoftheexcitation
powerweobtaintheplotintheinset. Wenotethatthetemperatureincreaseoftheparticleis
linearwithexcitationpower, asexpectedfromthetheory[3]. Wealsoﬁttedthesedatapoints
andextrapolatedthecurvetonullexcitationpowertoextractthetemperatureofthesurrounding
mediaoftheAuNR.Wemeasured(293±6)Kwithourmethodwhiletheroomtemperature
was 298 K, an accuracy of 2%. We further tested this methods to extract the temperature of
thesurroundingmediabyrepeatingthecompleteprocessatthreeknowndifferentmediatemperature. Wefoundasystematicexcessinthedetectedtemperaturethatlimitsouraccuracyto
1.2%
Inconclusion, wepresentedasimpleschemetoexperimentallyaccessthetemperatureof
a single gold nanorod under resonant monochromatic excitation by detecting the anti-Stokes
emissionsspectra. Weachievedanaccuracyoflessthan2%whichisgoodforacalibrationfreemethod.
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Real-time (label-free) detection of protein molecules at ultralow concentration in
its natural state is considered the “holy-grail” in biomedical research as it could allow very
early stage disease detection. Ultrasensitive devices that can detect low-concentration
biomarkers can identify the onset of cancers before they become clinically relevant, thereby
increasing the survival rates with proper treatments.1 Unfortunately, the detection of single
protein molecule is extremely challenging because of its acutely small size (< 3 nm).2
Localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of noble metal nanoparticles (NPs) makes
them very much suitable for real time ultrasensitive biosensing.3 A gold nanostar (AuNS)
antenna having long and sharp spikes distributed randomly over its core has all the qualities
to become one of the most efficient nanoantennas in the field of plasmonic biosensor
because of the higher probability of generating at least a few hot spots for any polarization
of the incident light and the giant intensity enhancement at their hot-spots. Herein, we
report the synthesis and characterization of stable, highly tunable and high-quality AuNS
antenna along with numerical investigations on sensitivity of AuNS-nanosphere
heterodimer plasmonic biosensor. Synthesis of AuNS has been done here in a simple, onestep, surfactant-free, wet-chemistry method with high yield. These AuNS are stable for
more than five months in aqueous solution. A study has also been done on all the possible
parameters for an effective and controlled AuNS synthesis.
Fig. 1: EDXA spectrum of the synthesized AuNS solution dispersed on a carbon tape is shown here. Inset
table shows weight percentage
(%) of elements present in the
sample.
The
weight
percentage
of
Au
is
confirming
the
biocompatibility of sample.
Inset figure ‘a’ is showing a
typical TEM image of the
synthesized
nanostructures
selected randomly with higher
magnifications. Inset figure
‘b’ is showing a typical lower
magnification TEM image of a
collection of Au NPs. This is
showing on an average, how
many particles over a

randomly selected surface area are of star shape. Here we can see that almost all the nanostructures have
some spiked area confirming its higher yield.

TEM imaging along with the EDXA analysis done on the synthesized NPs reveals their
size, shape and composition, which is shown in figure 1. To design the desired
ultrasensitive AuNS-nanosphere heterodimer plasmonic biosensor with these synthesized
AuNS we have done numerical investigation. A study has been done on the impact of
variation of the size of the Au nanosphere and the distance between both the antennas on
the sensitivity of that heterodimer biosensor. The evaluated intensity enhancement for an
AuNS-nanosphere heterodimer immersed in water media is 106 at its hot-spot in absence
of any molecule. Due to the presence of highly concentrated electric field at their hot-spots
and thus having a huge optical force there, these nanoplasmonic antennas have very high
sensitivity for bioanalytes suggesting their importance as ultrasensitive plasmonic
biosensor with an ability to detect single protein molecule of lower molecular weight. In
case of single BSA molecule (molecular weight ~ 66.5 kDa) sensing, the sensitivity has
been evaluated to be 5825 nm/RIU for AuNS-nanosphere heterodimer. A comparison has
also been done with the intensity enhancement and sensitivity of a single AuNS. In all the
simulations the wavelength dependent permittivity of gold is taken from the Johnson and
Christy measurements4 and BSA protein molecule is taken as a dielectric particle of
permittivity 2.25 of cylindrical shape with height 3.4 nm and short cylinder diameter of 6.8
nm.5
Fig. 2: Panel (a) shows
interaction of AuNSnanosphere heterodimer
plasmonic biosensor with
light in absence of BSA
immersed in water. Panel
(b) shows the modified
situation of heterodimer
sensor in presence of
BSA. Here the AuNS has
88 nm spike and 60 nm
core and the size of Au
nanosphere is 100 nm.
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Fabrication of coatings out of colloidal dispersions for
metamaterials
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In the last decades, the scientific community focuses its attention on the study of new
materials, referred to as metamaterials, displaying unusual optical features and making
possible the control of effective refractive index and magnetic permittivity for
extraordinary optical applications such as perfect lenses [1] or cloaking [2].
Bottom-up approaches making use of self-assembly of resonant nanoparticles of subwavelength size (meta-atoms) into close-packed materials offer many interesting
opportunities. In the present work, we report the bottom-up fabrication of metamaterials
starting from dilute colloidal dispersions, using a microfluidic technique referred to as
microfluidic pervaporation. This original technique makes use of water pervaporation
through dense poly-dimethylsiloxane membranes to concentrate dilute colloidal
dispersions up to the formation and growth of close-packed colloidal structures in welldefined microfluidic channels. Our group recently proved the successful fabrication using
this technique, of a metamaterial exhibiting a strong isotropic artificial optical magnetism
at visible light frequencies, starting from dispersions of raspberry-like resonant
nanoparticles [3]. In the present work, we extent this microfluidic technique to the
fabrication of large-scale thick metamaterials, with typical dimensions 5 mm x 3 mm x 30
μm), for further optical characterization using standard ellipsometry. We demonstrate the
successful fabrication of such large and thick coatings using different kinds of
nanoparticles: mono-disperse silica nanospheres, silicon nanoparticles, and custom-made
“dodecapodes”. We also improved our microfluidic technique, and we are for now able to
infiltrate such close-packed colloidal materials using photo-curable polymers to get freestanding and crack-free materials.
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Understanding the carrier dynamics that occur following photon absorption in metal
nanoparticles (NPs) is fundamental to fully exploit the potential of the localized surface
plasmon resonance (LSPR) for applications such as sensing and biomedical devices [1].
To take advantage of the LSPR high sensitivity to the environment of the NPs and to
their coupling, first the dependence of the LSPR on size, shape and composition of the
NPs needs to be fully understood.
In this work, we present an in-depth study of the optical response of Au NPs formed on
silica nanowire (NW) arrays, with a focus on the ultrafast carrier dynamics. The silica
NW arrays are transparent in the visible to near-UV region, thus allowing transmission
measurements directly on the arrays. They also offer a large surface area to attach NPs,
providing a macroporous framework for an efficient interaction between the NPs and
the environment.
The silica NW arrays have been fabricated via thermal oxidation of Si NWs grown on
quartz. Au NPs have then been obtained on the NW surface by dewetting an Au film
evaporated onto the NWs [2].
The ultrafast carrier dynamics of the NP-decorated NW arrays have been investigated
using transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy, in the spectral range between 330 and
750 nm. Delay times up to 500 ps have been probed, with an overall temporal resolution
of about 50 fs. Among other features, the most striking experimental result is the blue
shift observed in the position of the LSPR bleaching on increase of the delay time (see
Fig. 1(a)). To reproduce and interpret the experimental results we have developed a
two-step, three-temperature model that shows that the experimental features of both
stationary and transient optical responses can be related to the ellipsoidal shape of the
Au NPs and to their aspect ratio (AR) distribution in the arrays. Using an arbitrary
distribution of ARs (Fig. 1(b)) for the theoretical simulation we were able to reproduce
the main features of the experimental spectra, as shown in Figure 1(c). Moreover, the
way the carrier dynamics are affected by the NP shape has been further investigated by
analyzing both the temporal behaviour of carrier and lattice temperatures and by
studying the coupling between the LSPR and the interband transitions.

Figure 1: (a) experimental TA spectra at different delay times; (b) graphical
representation of the five ARs used in the simulation; (c) TA spectra at different delay
times, calculated as the average value over five arbitrary ARs.
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Metallic nanoparticles (NPs) have attracted attention because of their interesting
optical properties. The size confinement of metallic NPs enables the activation of the
localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR), resulting in a collective electron oscillation
triggered by the selected light frequencies [1]. Engineering NPs enables to tune specific
LSPR wavelengths and is requested by several applications in the fields of
optoelectronics, nanomedicine and substrate development for Surface Enhanced Raman
Scattering (SERS) [1]. Moreover, plasmonic NPs can be integrated in wide band gap
semiconductors (TiO 2 , ZnO) promoting the light absorption in the visible range and
improving light scattering phenomena, with applications in the field of thin film
photovoltaics and solar fuel production with hydrogen generation [2].
In this context, challenges arise for the synthesis of NPs with a controlled size
distribution and plasmonic properties as well as for their effective integration in the oxide
photoanodes [1,2]. In fact, vapor phase techniques, including sputtering and evaporation,
often require heating steps, while the control of NPs size distribution can be difficult to
achieve. Moreover, the commercial oxides photoanodes (paste) are usually characterized
by a compact morphology limiting the light scattering phenomena as well as the throughthe-thickness diffusion of the plasmonic nanoparticles, resulting in a poor light
harvesting.
Here, the synthesis of plasmonic Au NPs has been carried out by vapor phase
techniques involving thermal evaporation and Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD, Fig. 1).
Large Au NPs (from 25 up to 100 nm) have been synthetized by exploiting thermal
dewetting phenomena of evaporated Au thin
films, leading to controlled NPs size and area
density. Small Au NPs (from 5 up to 15 nm)
have been deposited by PLD at room
temperature varying a number of process
50 nm
parameters – including background gas
pressure, the number of laser shots and postdeposition annealing treatments [3] (Fig. 1).
100 nm
For
both
cases,
a
morphological
characterization campaign involving Scanning
Figure 1– SEM image of Au NPs Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Atomic Force
deposited by PLD [3].
Microscopy (AFM) has been carried out and

we report a controlled plasmonic behavior determined by the average size and distance
between Au NPs with a tuned LSPR wavelength from 540 up to 640 nm [3].
Selected Au NPs have then been integrated on top/bottom of nanostructured
TiO 2 films (Fig. 2) and commercial paste with the aim of achieving controlled light
management. Specifically, we used pulsed laser deposition (PLD) to develop nanoporous
hierarchically organized TiO 2 structures resembling a forest of nanotrees (Fig. 2) [4].
For Au NPs on top of TiO 2 , we show that (i) the penetration is up to ~150 nm
below the TiO 2 surface; (ii) thermal annealing treatments promote Au diffusion, while
also managing to tune the LSPR wavelength by favoring Au NPs growth and separation
(iii) light scattering is promoted for larger NPs. For Au NPs at the bottom of
nanostructured TiO 2 (Fig. 2), we show that (i) the growth of and the average size TiO 2
nanostructures is influenced by the size of the Au NPs; (ii) the LSPR is controlled by the
size of Au NPs and (iii) the light scattering properties are dictated by the combination of
the size of the NPs and the spacing of the TiO 2 nanostructures. Both strategies show
superior optical properties with respect to Au NPs deposited on top/bottom of TiO 2
commercial paste reporting an increment of light scattering (> 20%) as a result of the
integration of tuned Au NPs within nanoporous TiO 2 films.
These results unlock novel ways for the deposition of Au NPs with tuned plasmonic
properties and their integration in nanostructured oxide semiconductors, with beneficial
effects for light harvesting applications.

Figure 2 – (left) SEM image of nanostructured TiO 2 film with Au NPs on bottom. (right) Optical
transmission spectra of Au NPs and TiO 2 /Au nanostructured film varying the size of Au NPs.
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The intriguing and promising connections between molecular electronics and plasmonics led
the scientific community to focus on topics such as the electro-optical control at the nanoscale
of the properties of hybrid metal-molecule systems. In this context, nanostructures
functionalized with optically-switchable molecules can be employed to realize molecular
plasmonic switches. Consequently, a theoretical understanding of their working principles is
requested for the development of future applications, as clearly emerges from the state of the
art experiments, in particularly on what concerns the plasmons behaviour [1-3].
Here, in order to explore the potentialities of such systems to work as a molecular plasmonic
switch, we propose a Time-Dependent Density Functional Tight-Binding (TD-DFTB) [4] study
on the physics of interactions between two different configurations of a stilbene, an optically
switchable molecule, functionalized with a benzene ring and a COOH carboxylic group– and a
localized surface plasmon excitable in a tetrahedral cluster of 20 silver atoms.
In Fig. 1, the plasmonic response of the Ag20 cluster and the isolated molecule response for
the trans- (panel a) and cis- (panel b) states are represented together with the absorption
spectrum of the whole system (molecule plus cluster) at separation distance of 3 Å.

2

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the optical control of the plasmon excitations of silver
nanostructures through the activation of stilbene trans- (panel a) and cis- (panel b). The
magenta filled curve is the TD-DFTB absorption spectrum of the whole system and the cyan
and yellow filled curves are the TD-DFTB absorption spectra of the Ag20 cluster and the
molecule, respectively.

From the spectra it is evident that, by putting the molecular switch in the proximity of an
optical antenna (the Ag20 cluster in this case) it is possible to convert a small shift in the peaks
(see panel b) in a well distinguishable splitting of the plasmon resonance (see panel a),
resembling the ones of strong coupling phenomena.
It is evident that such kind of interaction between the localized surface plasmon of the Ag20
cluster and the molecule excitation results to be strongly sensitive to the molecule
configuration: using the same molecule in two different conformations, it is possible to switch
on (trans- state) and off (cis- state) the splitting, and thus to couple (panel a) or decouple (panel
b) the molecular and plasmonic counterparts.
This could, thus, open new scenarios in molecular plasmonics, allowing a use of molecular
switches to control half-light half-matter modes, i.e. plexcitons, in applications at the
crossroads of plasmonics and molecular electronics.
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Conventional classical theories—Drude-type models—cannot correctly account electron
dynamics of a plasmonic system with sub-nanometer gaps. This is due to the fact that essential
microscopic details of such systems are not incorporated in traditional approaches. These
microscopic details give rise to a nonlocal response or quantum effects, such as electron spillout and quantum tunneling. Time-dependent density function theory (TD-DFT) can give a very
good approximation of microscopic interactions between plasmonic components [1]. However,
TD-DFT is applicable mostly to small systems as it is computationally demanding. The quantum
hydrodynamic theory (QHT), on the other hand, solves the quantum dynamics via macroscopic
observable quantities, such as the electron density n and the current density J. It is hence
computationally much less expensive and provides an excellent method to describe both nearand far-field properties of multiscale plasmonic systems, even for the systems whose sizes make
them inaccessible for DFT [2, 3]. QHT can accurately and efficiently predict plasmon energies,
electron spill-out and tunneling by taking into account the spatial dependence of ground-state
density. An electronic system can be described by the following system of equations [2]:
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where ۳ and  ۾indicate electric field and polarization, ܿ is the speed of light, ߛ is the damping
rate, ݁ is the charge and ݉ is the mass
of an electron and ݊ ሺܚሻ is spatially
dependent ground-state density. The
energy functional ܩሾ݊ሿ contains the
total internal energy of an electronic
system and ߪ ሺ୩୶ୡሻ is the viscoelastic
kinetic-exchange-correlation
tensor
taking into account the nonlocal
broadening of the plasmon resonances.
Mathematical expressions for the terms
involved in Eqs. (1) and (2) are
explicitly presented in [2, 3].
We apply QHT to study
nonlocal optical properties of so-called
spherical nanomatryoshkas (NMs)
which consist of a solid spherical core
and a concentric metallic shell,
separated by a vacuum gap [4]. We

Fig. 1: Absorption spectra of Na NMs SFൈ ሺܴଵ ǡ ܴଶ ǡ ܴଷ ሻ
calculated using QHT. SF is the scaling factor taking
values from 5 to 1. Insets show the geometry and a zoomin on lower energy mode.

investigate five Na NM structures of various sizes and gap separations with parameters SFൈ
ሺܴଵ ǡ ܴଶ ǡ ܴଷ ሻ where SF is the scaling factor (SF) taking an integer value from 1 to 5 and R1=8.5 Å,
R2=9.5 Å and R3=15.9 Å. The absorption efficiency calculated within the QHT method is given
in Figure 1. We compare the QHT results with TD-DFT calculations, performed using an inhouse developed code and the results are in an excellent agreement. To show potential of QHT
as compared to other theories, we also include the results computed within local response
approximation (LRA) and Thomas-Fermi hydrodynamic theory (TF-HT). Figure 2 shows
ground-state charge density, absorption spectra and induced polarization density computed using
different methods for Na NMs considering SF=1 and SF=3.

Fig. 2: Equilibrium density (upper panel), absorption efficiency (middle panel) and induced polarization
density (lower panel) for Na NMs with SF=1 (right) and SF=3 (left) calculated using different theories.
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Abstract- An order of magnitude increase in the emission rates is measured
by placing the ND with NV centers on columnar thin films (CTF) of silver.
The enhanced emission is due to silver nanocolumns act as efficient optical
antennas which enhance the emission rates of NV centers via near-field
coupling.
Nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers in diamond are the most widely studied stable source
of single photons at room temperature and plays a very important role in quantum
communication photonic devices[1]. The photon generation rate and optical collection
efficiency of NV centers in nanodiamonds (ND) are limited by long radiative lifetime and
total internal reflection (TIR) at diamond/air interface. Several methods [2,3] have been
proposed to increase the spontaneous emission rate and collection efficiency from NV
centers in ND. Here we purposed a design based upon silver columnar thin films for the
enhanced emission from NV centers nanodiamonds.
The spectrum of emission from the ND on a glass substrate is shown in figure 1(a),
which shows the zero phonon line (ZPL) at 637 nm clearly, along with a phonon
broadened band. The fluorescence confocal images of the emission from NV centers in
ND on a glass substrate, and on a 500 nm Ag CTF grating are shown in figure 1(b) and
1(c) respectively. Only isolated centers with a diffraction limited fluorescence spot (see
inset in figures 1(b) and 1(c)) were considered in the measurements of emission.
Fluorescence from at least 40 stable single NV centers was recorded from different
portions of each sample. The emission from the individual ND on Ag CTF is found to be
typically enhanced by over an order of magnitude compared to NV emission from ND on
the glass substrate.
Numerical simulations were performed using the finite element method (FEM)
implemented in COMSOL Multiphysics suit. The NV center in nanodiamond is modelled
as a point electric dipole embedded in a sphere of diameter and a refractive index of 2.47.
(a) 637 nm

(b)

25 kcps

0 cps

(c)

250 kcps
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FIG. 1. Panel (a) shows the typical spectrum obtained from the NV centers in ND at room
temperature. Confocal images of the fluorescence emission from NV centers in ND:
Panel (b) on a silica substrate. Panel (c) when placed on 500 nm grating of the Ag CTF.

(c)

Fig 2(a) Color plot of the X-component of the electric field along with streamlines
showing the Poynting vector (power flow) of a radiating dipole in an ND sphere placed
on the silver CTF. (b) Corresponding quantities for the dipole in an ND placed on the
cover slip. (c) The absolute vale of the normalized electric field as a function of
wavelength calculated at a point close to the tip of the nanorod.
The Ag CTF was modelled as an array of silver prolate ellipsoids inclined at 250 on a
dielectric substrate (photoresist) with a refractive index of 1.62. Lorentz-Drude model
was used to describe the dielectric permittivity of silver with plasma frequency 2180 THz
and damping 5.0778 THz [4].
It is clear from figure 2(a) that electric field is enhanced by order of magnitude when
ND was placed on CTF as compare to fused silica figure 2(b); also resonant
electromagnetic modes of nanocolumns can be seen clearly in fig. 2(a). Poynting vector
maps in figure 2(a) show that nanocolumns are acting like nano-antennas which radiate
quite directionally. Figure 2(c) shows the absolute value of the normalized electric field
as a function of wavelength calculated at a point close to the tip of the nanorod. The ppolarized plane wave at normal incidence was used for the excitation. The figure shows
that there are two resonances at 550 nm and 640 nm which are very close to the
excitation field and the zero phonon line of the NV emission respectively. Hence both the
excitation field and the emission are enhanced by the intense local electric field of silver
CTF due to the presence of the two broad resonance peaks.
In conclusion, we have measured significantly enhanced emission from NV centers in
ND placed in CTF of silver by confocal microscopy. We show by computer simulations
that the enhancements arise principally from the coupling of the radiation in the nearfield to the silver nanocolumns, which subsequently act as very efficient antennas.
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Thermoplasmonic effects in metal nanoparticles have been mainly investigated up
to now in relation to Joule heating produced at the plasmonic resonance by the oscillating
currents inside the metal nanoparticles themselves [1]. Another possible way to produce
nanoscale heating with plasmonic nanostructures is to exploit the so-called Surface
Enhanced Infrared Absorption (SEIRA) effect where the vibrational absorption of
resonating molecules located in the electromagnetic (e.m.) hotspots is enhanced [2]. In
this case, the target molecules are the source of heat and not the plasmonic structures,
providing not only chemical selectivity through their mid-IR spectral fingerprints, but
also strong localization of the temperature increase inside the target material itself rather
than on the metal surface.
In the mid-IR, due to the long wavelength (5 to 10 Pm), plasmonic resonances are
better obtained with nanoantenna structures fabricated by lithography rather than with
bottom-up grown nanoparticles. A limit of thermoplasmonics in planar lithographic
structures is the heat sink effect of the underlying solid substrate. The heat sink effect
strongly reduces the temperature increase and temperature gradients reached under midIR laser illumination. In order to overcome this limitation, we studied arrays of vertical
antennas, in which the apical e.m. hotspots at the apex of vertical rods protruding from
the substrate are located about 2 Pm away from the substrate (see Figure 1). The antennas
are fabricated by focused ion-beam hardening of a polymer layer and subsequent
development in acetone. Gold-coating of the vertical rods, 2 Pm tall and 300 nm in
diameter, is performed by thermal evaporation. In order to localize the SEIRA heat
source in the apical hotspots, the antennas are embedded in a polymer bilayer, where the
thick bottom layer is non-absorbing and embeds the antenna shaft, while the thin top
layer embeds only the apical e.m. hotspot region and has a mid-IR vibrational fingerprint
at the frequency of the plasmonic resonance. In this way a strongly localized SEIRA
effect is realized and the heat source is located 2 Pm away from the substrate heat sink.
In order to study nanoscale thermoplasmonic heating processes with subdiffraction resolution, we employed AFM-IR, a technique in which an AFM tip measures

the photothermal expansion of the absorbing sample induced by mid-IR laser
illumination [3]. A key feature of vertical antenna arrays is the high quality factor of the
plasmonic resonances. This allows the visualization of two non-overlapping modes of the
system displaying different behaviors in a single AFM-IR spectra, whose range is limited
by the tuning range of the illuminating laser. One of the modes displays a strong Joule
behavior, lacking chemical selectivity, producing heat all around the antenna body (i.e.
no thermal hotspots) and showing typical Fano interference effects when resonating with
molecular absorption. Another mode displays instead a SEIRA behavior, producing heat
only at frequencies where there is molecular absorption, in which the heating process is
localized in the molecules located in the e.m. hotspots while the temperature increase due
to Joule effect is negligible. In this latter case, thermal simulations and experimental
calibrations provide an estimated temperature increase up to 20 K at the antenna apex
with temperature gradients of 10 K/Pm inside a circle of radius 1Pm, centered at the
antenna apex, with a laser power density of 1,7∙107 W/m2.

Figure 1. Left: SEM images of vertical nanoantenna arrays. Right : AFM-IR spectra and
nanoscale maps of the mid-IR photoexpansion signal induced by temperature increase
following vibrational absorption.
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Metallo-Dielectric Grid Metasurfaces (MDGM) are realized on commercial FR4 substrates and
investigated using Time Domain Spectroscopy (figs. 1(a)-(c)), The structures under investigation
are featured by the same unit cell (fig. 1(d)) but different filling factor (F), and are designed to
operate in the THz region, with the aim to explore the electrodynamics of diluted metals [1]. Using
a lumped element model we can trace the change into the effective plasma frequency ߱Ԣ as a
function of F. Above ߱Ԣ the THz transmission presents a series of peaks ascribable to the
tunneling of spoof surface plasmon polaron (SSPP) excitations [2]. According to the standard
model SSPPs can be described as geometry-induced excitations of the MDGM, which can be
designed to provide a specific set of resonant states. Full wave simulations of the transmitted
spectra provide an enlightening insight on field symmetries and enhancement at resonances. Shape
and extensions of SSPPs suggest the possible use of MDGMs as cost effective components for
applications like high accuracy sensing or sub-wavelength imaging.

Fig. 1. (a) time-dependent electric field signal relative to the propagation through free space (black line), CB (red line)
and GR structure (blue line). For the sake of clarity, time signals for the MDGMs are multiplied by a fixed factor. In
(b) and (c) the sketches of the THz-TDS experiments for a grid-like (GR) and chessboard (CB) MDGM’s are shown
respectively. Both structures have the same periodicity p. (d): sketch of the two unit cells having same dimensions (p =
600 Pm, d = 300 Pm) and different filling factor F.
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We numerically investigate Anderson localization at the hybridization gap of a onedimensional hybrid plasmonic cavity system. The system is realized by periodically arranging
identical sub-wavelength resonators in a thin metal plate, investigated at terahertz frequencies.
Anderson localization of hybrid plasmons is observed when randomness is added to the array of
the resonators. The numerical study elaborates the disorder dependence of the inverse
participation ratio and the modal losses. Further, we investigate the system at strong disorder and
show that the physics behind the Anderson localized modes close to the hybridization gap is
different from that of the conventionally reported localization.
Anderson localization is a phenomenon that arises due to interference of waves in random
multiply scattering media, which leads to the arrest of diffusion. An explicit signature of
localization is the exponentially decaying tail of the wavefunctions induced by disorder.
However, the observation of an exponential decaying tail is often considered ambiguous in such
systems as the intrinsic losses in the system also lead to exponentially decaying intensity profiles.
Therefore, a systematic study of deliberately dissipative localizing systems is in order.
In this work, we address this issue using a 1D periodic-on-average random system (PARS)
with losses. This numerical work follows up on and augments our earlier experimental results on
such a system. [1] A 1D array of subwavelength holes in a stainless steel sheet is studied at THz
frequencies. The array acts as a coupled resonator waveguide wherein terahertz energy is
transported via propagating plasmons whose dispersion is determined by the array parameters.
When disorder is introduced in the waveguide, the plasmons undergo Anderson localization. We
compute the dispersion of the periodic array, and observe the localization of plasmons under
disorder. To measure the dissipation in the modes, we use finite element method based
eigenmode analysis and separately quantify the loss lengths and localization lengths. We show
that the system possesses modes with localization length approximately two orders of magnitude
smaller than the loss length.
Further, we analyze the density of states (DoS), modal losses, inverse participation ratio
(IPR) and the migration of the band edge modes under stronger disorder at which the system is no
longer periodic-on-average. We find that the average value and standard deviation of the modal
loss is strongly correlated with that of the inverse participation ratio. Interestingly, at strong
disorder, the DoS and the migration of the band edge modes show a clear deviation from the
conventional Anderson localization reported in literature. [2]
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Electromagnetic properties of metamaterials are commonly interpreted in terms of their
effective material parameters, i.e. effective permittivity and permeability. However, it turns
outthatevenlinearstructurescansupportawholerangeofexcitingphenomenawhichappear
to be far beyond such simpliﬁed description. Peculiar metamaterial properties beyond local
effectivemediumparadigmareunderstoodintermsofthenonlocalelectromagneticresponse
which implies that the polarization of the medium depends not only on the ﬁelds in a given
volumebutalsoontheﬁeldsintheneighboringregionsofspace. Thistypeofelectromagnetic
responseistermedspatialdispersionanditisdescribedbytheeffectivenonlocalpermittivity
tensor.
DatingbacktotheearlyworkRef.[1]wiremediaareknowntobeacanonicalexampleof
spatiallydispersivemedium. Inthisworkweshednewlightonthistopicdiscussingmetamaterialscomposedofshortwires,havingcomplexunitcellorcomposedofcore-shellwires. We
alsodiscussourrecentﬁndingsontheinterplayofnonlinearityandnonlocalitywhichappear
tobeanemergingtrendinmetamaterialsphysics.
Manifestations of spatial dispersion in wire-medium-based metamaterials include the trirefringence phenomenon and mixed dispersion regimes in the structures composed of short
wires [2], topological transition in a medium of core-shell wires [3], rich interplay of magneticdipoleandelectricquadrupoleresponsesinwiremediawiththecomplexunitcell[4]and
complicatednonlinearelectromagneticresponseofmetamaterialsbasedonshortwires[5]or
split-ringresonators[6]withnonlinearinsertions. Moreover, evenmetamaterialsexpectedto
beisotropicfromthelocaleffectivemediumperspective,canacquireanisotropicpropertiesdue
tothephenomenonofspatial-dispersion-inducedbirefringence[7].
While the majority of the studies of spatially dispersive metamaterials are theoretical so
far, the ﬁrst experimental results available [8] conﬁrm unambiguouslythe great role of electromagneticnonlocalityinartiﬁciallystructuredmedia. Thissaid, weforesee awholebunch
ofintriguingphenomenaandexcitingapplicationsofmetamaterialswiththetailoredspatially
dispersiveelectromagneticresponse.
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Robust spin momentum locking for surface and guided electromagentic waves allows for
their directional excitation with circularly polarized light or chiral antennas [1, 2]. This opens
up great prospects in many areas from optomechanics to quantum nanophotonics [3, 4, 5].
Moreover, it was shown recently that directional excitation and narrow spectral switching between forward and backward excitation of surface plasmon polaritons could be achieved with a
single silicon nanosphere [6]. This is explained by mutual interference of magnetic and electric
dipole moments of the nanosphere induced by p-polarized incident light providing spectrally
dependent chiral response of the nanoantenna and, as a consequence, complete suppression of
forward or backward surface waves for different wavelengths.
In this work, we show theoretically and experimentally that the combination of the circularly
polarized incident light and resonant properties of high-index nanoantenna provide all-angle
control over excitation direction of surface plasmon polariton.
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Figure 1: (a) Sketch of the experiment. SPP is excited with silicon nanoantenna illuminated by
oblique incident circularly polarized wave. The directivity is measured using leakage radiation
microscopy setup combined with Fourier plane imaging optics. (b) Measured and calculated
directivity patterns of SPP at different wavelengths.
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Weprobethesiliconnanosphereplacedonthingoldﬁlmwithcircularlypolarizedexcitation
ofdifferenthelicityandrevealthespectralevolutionofthesurfaceplasmonpolaritondirectivity
patternsusingleakageradiationmicroscopysetupcombinedwithFourierplaneimagingoptics
[seeFig.1(a)].ThemeasuredandcalculateddirectivitypatternsofSPPatdifferentwavelength
areshowninFig.1(b).
Ourﬁndingsareofgreatimportancefornear-ﬁelddirectionalityapplications,photoniccircuitsandon-chipopticalcommunications.
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Use of CuOx as a Hole Transport Layer for Solar Cells
Based on Perovskites
Simona Cilurzo, Svetlana Siprova, Attilio Golemme
Dipartimento di Fisica, Università della Calabria

Inorganic–organic hybrid perovskites have attracted great attention as sunlight
harvesting materials in solar cells, due to their solution-processing and high performance.
This family of materials exhibits a myriad of properties ideal for solar cells such as high
dual electron and hole mobility, long electron- and hole-diffusion lengths, a favorable
band gap, shallow point defects, benign grain boundary recombination effects and
reduced surface recombination. After 7 years of efforts, the power conversion efficiency
(PCE) of perovskite solar cells has risen from about 3% to over 22%.
Recently, an emerging structure, referred to as an “inverted” planar device
structure (p-i-n), uses p-type and n-type materials as bottom and top charge transport
layers, respectively. The p-i-n structures of perovskite solar cells have shown efficiencies
as high as 18%, lower temperature processing, flexibility, and furthermore, negligible J-V
hysteresis effects. The first inverted planar structure of perovskite solar cells adopted a
device structure in which the traditional organic transport layers (PEDOT:PSS and
PCBM) were implemented as hole transport layer (HTL) and electron transport layer
(ETL). Although the inverted planar of perovskite solar cells based on PEDOT:PSS hole
transport layer showed promising efficiency, there are still several challenges to
overcome for achieving higher efficiencies. The growth of perovskite film on
PEDOT:PSS often leads to pinhole generation and incomplete surface coverage resulting
in low device performance. In addition, there is not a good band alignment between
perovskite and the hole transport layer PEDOT:PSS: the WF of the PEDOT:PSS is about
4.9–5.1 eV, which is shallower than that of the valence band of the perovskite layer (5.4
eV), leading to an imperfect ohmic contact between the perovskite and the p-type
transport layer and a consequent Voc loss. In addition, the hydrophilicity of the
PEDOT:PSS is a critical factor for long-term stability.
To address these challenges, PEDOT:PSS must be modified or replaced with
other materials with higher work function. Inorganic metal oxides, such as CuOx, exhibit
higher WF than PEDOT:PSS and could be good candidates as HTL in inverted
perovskite solar cell. In this work, a CuOx hole transport layer from a facile solutionprocessed method was introduced into the inverted planar perovskite solar cells with the
structure ITO/CuOx/perovskite/PCBM/Al. In the past three years, some researches have
employed CuOx as hole transport layer in inverted perovskite solar cells, obtaining PCE
values in the 17-19 % range. In this work, we use a CuOx film on an ITO/glass substrate,
reproducing and optimizing the method employed in recent papers, because it is a simple,
low temperature and low-cost technique. The CuOx films were fabricated on clean ITO
substrates via spin-coating a Cu(acac)2 solution in 1,2-dichlorobenzene, followed by
annealing in air. Following the optimization of the inverted perovskite solar cell, the next
step is to develop the applications of metamaterials to the photovoltaic field, using the
PSC cells with the mentioned structure.

Thin-film based metamaterials: unconventional optical coatings
Mohamed ElKabbash1, Efe Ilker1, Shamreen Iram1, Theodore Letsou1, Michael Hinczewski1,
Giuseppe Strangi 1, 2.
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Light absorption using thin-film optical coatings and cavities offer a practical alternative to
lithographically intense metamaterial based light absorption, however, with a trade-off. Thin-films
offer limited control on light absorption parameters, e.g., wavelength range, absorption angular
dependence, and spatial distribution of losses [1,2]. In addition, the functionality of thin-film
metamaterials has been limited to light absorption with little room for real practical applications.
Here, we show our work on controlling light absorption using thin-films beyond the convention.
We demonstrate iridescent free perfect light absorption using thin-film cavities. We present our
work on designer perfect light absorption using optical coatings. We show the applications of
optical coatings as a hydrogen sensor. We show the possibility of using thin-films to create
selective light reflection, and realize Fano-resonance using metal-dielectric thin-films. We utilize
the thin-film based Fano resonance to realize structural coloring, narrow-band polarizers, spectral
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Time-resolved Ultramicroscope imaging of nano/microstructured surfaces melting and solidification femtosecond
dynamics
Mohamed ElKabbash 1 *, Ranran Fang1,2*, A.Y. Vorobyev1, Subhash Singh1, Yizhuo He1, Chunlei
Guo1
The Institute of Optics, University of Rochester, Rochester, New York 14627, USA
2.School of Science, Chongqing University of Posts and Telecommunications, Chongqing, China

The morphological changes of solid surfaces interacting with ultrafast laser pulses have been
intensively studied to create functional materials with a high-speed, lithography free processing
technique. Although significant advances in the techniques used to control the formation of such
structures has been achieved [1,2], a complete understanding of the material specific, lasermatter interaction dynamics persists. Here, we present measurements of the characteristic times
of melting, formation, and solidification of femtosecond laser ablated structures on Zn using the
recently developed pump-probe ultramicroscopy. Our technique provides the necessary temporal
and spatial resolution to image the evolution dynamics of nano/micro-surface structures. While
the measured characteristic times fall within the expected timescales, we identify non-trivial
dependence of the structure evolution dynamics on the structure size. In addition to studying
laser ablation processes, our technique is versatile and can provide insights to the study of
optomechanical and plasmo-mechanical systems, as well as, fracture dynamics and shock
formation [3].
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On the nanoparticle’s resonances in the full-retarded regime
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7KH SDVW WZR GHFDGHV KDYH ZLWQHVVHG D UDSLG ULVH RI LQWHUHVW LQ WKH UHVRQDQW
HOHFWURPDJQHWLF VFDWWHULQJ IURP PHWDO DQG GLHOHFWULF QDQRSDUWLFOHV 13V  +RZHYHU
GHVSLWH PDQ\ DGYDQFHPHQWV LQ WKH XQGHUVWDQGLQJ RI 13V HOHFWURPDJQHWLF VFDWWHULQJ
VHYHUDO IXQGDPHQWDO TXHVWLRQV UHPDLQ XQDQVZHUHG )LUVW WKH UHVRQDQFHV LQ PHWDO RU
GLHOHFWULF13VRIVL]HFRPSDUDEOHWRWKHZDYHOHQJWKDUHFXUUHQWO\IRXQGHLWKHUH[SHULPHQWDOO\
RU QXPHULFDOO\ E\ H[FLWLQJ WKH 13V ZLWK UDGLDWLRQ RI YDULRXV IUHTXHQFLHV DQG ORFDWLQJ WKH
SHDNV RI WKH FRUUHVSRQGLQJ VFDWWHUHG SRZHUVSHFWUD +RZHYHU WKLV SURFHGXUH LV IODZHG DQG
FDQ EH RIWHQ PLVOHDGLQJ *HQHUDOO\ VSHDNLQJ DSHDN RI WKH VFDWWHUHG SRZHU VSHFWUXP FDQQRW
EH XQLYRFDOO\ DVVRFLDWHG WR WKH DFWLRQ RI D XQLTXH UHVRQDQW PRGH EXW PD\ DULVH IURP WKH
LQWHUSOD\ RI VHYHUDO PRGHV 7KH FRUUHFW LGHQWLILFDWLRQRI WKH UHVRQDQW PRGHV LV HVVHQWLDO LQ
WKH GHVFULSWLRQ RI DQRPDORXV VFDWWHULQJ EHKDYLRXUV VXFK DV WKH DSSHDUDQFH RI DV\PPHWULF
UHVRQDQW OLQHVKDSHV ZKHUH LQWHUIHUHQFH SKHQRPHQD SOD\ D NH\ UROH 6HFRQG ZK\ VLOLFRQ
DQGPHWDO13VRIFRPSDUDEOHVL]HH[KLELWGHHSO\GLIIHUHQWUHVRQDQWEHKDYLRXUVLQWKHYLVLEOH
VSHFWUDO UDQJH" )RU LQVWDQFH PDJQHWLF PRGHV LQ LVRODWHG PHWDO QDQRVSKHUHV DW RSWLFDO
IUHTXHQFLHVKDYHQHYHUEHHQREVHUYHGEXWLWLVYHU\ZHOOHVWDEOLVKHGWKDWWKH\ FDQ EH H[FLWHG
LQ WKHLU VLOLFRQ FRXQWHUSDUW 7KLUG ZK\ DV\PPHWULF OLQHVKDSHV LQ WKH WRWDO VFDWWHULQJ
VSHFWUXPKDYHEHHQREVHUYHGIRU6LVSKHUHVEXWQRWIRUPHWDOVSKHUHV"
7KH VKRUWFRPLQJV RI WKH FXUUHQW XQGHUVWDQGLQJ RI UHVRQDQFHV LQ WKH HOHFWURPDJQHWLF
VFDWWHULQJIURPSDUWLFOHVFDQEHDWWULEXWHGWRWKHODFNRIDIXOOHOHFWURG\QDPLFVSHFWUDOWKHRU\
+HUH ZH DSSO\ D VSHFWUDO PHWKRG WR WKH FDOFXODWLRQ RI WKH UHVRQDQFH IUHTXHQFLHV RI WKH
HOHFWURPDJQHWLFVFDWWHULQJIURPVSKHULFDOSDUWLFOHVLQWKHIXOOUHWDUGHGUHJLPH,WLVEDVHGRQD
VHULHVH[SDQVLRQRIWKHVFDWWHUHGHOHFWULFILHOGLQWHUPVRIDGGHQGVRIWKHIRUP ȖKíİU í&K U 
ZKHUH ȖK DQG &K DUH UHVSHFWLYHO\ WKH KWK HLJHQYDOXH DQG HLJHQIXQFWLRQ RI WKH DX[LOLDU\
HLJHQYDOXHSUREOHPLQWURGXFHGLQ5HI>"@ZKLFKGRQRWGHSHQGRQWKHSHUPLWWLYLW\İU 
,Q WKLV ZRUN ZH LQWURGXFH ULJRURXV FRQGLWLRQV WKDW GHILQH WKH UHVRQDQFH IUHTXHQFLHV
DQG WKH FRUUHVSRQGLQJ ZLGWKV RI QDQRVSKHUHV LQ WKH IXOO UHWDUGHG UHJLPH 0RUHRYHU ZH
FODVVLI\WKHPRGHV DFFRUGLQJ WR WKHLU ZLGWK LQWR QDUURZ DQG EURDG PRGHV LQGHSHQGHQWO\ RI
WKH H[FLWDWLRQFRQGLWLRQV 7KHQ ZH VKRZ WKDW WKH IXQGDPHQWDO HOHFWULF PRGHV DUH WKH RQO\
QDUURZ PRGHV RI D PHWDO VSKHUH ZLWK QHJDWLYH SHUPLWWLYLW\ 9LFH YHUVD WKH PDJQHWLF
PRGHV DQG WKH KLJKHURUGHUHOHFWULFPRGHVDUHWKHRQO\QDUURZPRGHVRIDGLHOHFWULFVSKHUH
ZLWKPRGHUDWHO\SRVLWLYHSHUPLWWLYLW\ 7KHUHIRUH VLQFH WKH QDUURZ PRGHV RI D PHWDO DQG D
GLHOHFWULF VSKHUH FRQVWLWXWHWZRGLVMRLQWVHWVGLHOHFWULFDQGPHWDOQDQRSDUWLFOHVRIFRPSDUDEOH
VL]HH[KLELWGHHSO\GLIIHUHQW

)LJXUH ([HPSOLILFDWLYHPDWHULDOLQGHSHQGHQWPRGHVRIDF\OLQGHU D RIDFRDWHGVSKHUH
E DQGRIDGLPHU F 
UHVRQDQWEHKDYLRXUVLQWKHYLVLEOHVSHFWUDOUDQJH,QSDUWLFXODUPDJQHWLFPRGHVDUHQDUURZ
RQO\IRUVLOLFRQVSKHUHVEXWQRWIRUPHWDOV
)XUWKHUPRUH WKH QDUURZ PRGHV RI D PHWDO VSKHUH FRQVWLWXWH DQ RUWKRJRQDO VHW WKLV IDFW
SUHYHQWV LQWHUIHUHQFH DPRQJ WKHP LQ WKH WRWDO VFDWWHUHG SRZHU )XUWKHUPRUH VLQFH EURDG
KLJKHU RUGHU GLSROH PRGHV SRRUO\ FRXSOH ZLWK D SODQH ZDYH H[FLWDWLRQ LQWHUIHUHQFH DPRQJ
EURDG DQG QDUURZ PRGHV LV DOVR GLIILFXOW WR DFKLHYH XQOHVV D SURSHU WDLORULQJ RI WKH
H[FLWDWLRQ LV FRQVLGHUHG 2Q WKH FRQWUDU\ WKH QDUURZ PRGHV RI D GLHOHFWULF VSKHUH DUH QRQ
RUWKRJRQDO WKLV IDFW HQDEOHV LQWHUIHUHQFH SKHQRPHQD DPRQJ WKHP 0RUHRYHU WKH QDUURZ
KLJKHU RUGHU HOHFWULF PRGHV DUH QRW RUWKRJRQDO ZLWK WKH EURDG IXQGDPHQWDO GLSROH PRGH
ZKLFK HIILFLHQWO\ FRXSOHV ZLWK DSODQHZDYHH[FLWDWLRQHQDEOLQJWKHIRUPDWLRQRIDV\PPHWULF
OLQHVKDSHVLQWKHVFDWWHULQJSRZHUVSHFWUXP
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Micro- and Nanofabrication of Highly Ordered Silica
Microspheres Coated with Gold Nanoparticles
R. Grillo, T. Buergi
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30, 1211 Genève, Switzerland

Two-dimensional (2D) nanostructured arrays and patterns have gained the attention of
the metamaterials community due to the interesting physical processes that can be
observed in such structures, such as near-field optical behavior and interaction of light
with photonic band-gap crystals. In addition, they are also important thanks to their
potential applications in engineering microelectronic and optoelectronic devices, the
fabrication of biological and chemical sensors, and for controlled crystallization [1].
Extremely ordered monolayers of silica microspheres coated with gold nanoparticles
were synthesized and characterized. Spherical arrangements of gold nanoparticles have
been shown to have highly tunable optical properties [2]. Such structures are sufficiently
small to be perceived as an individual object in the far field and exhibit strong and
isotropic magnetic response in the visible spectral domain [3]. The combination between
deposition techniques (blade coating and dip coating) and soft lithography was carried
out. Soft lithography techniques, such as replica molding (REM) and micro-contact
printing (μCP), offer immediate advantages over photolithography and other
conventional microfabrication techniques, for example in single-layer large area
patterning of nonplanar substrates. These techniques use a patterned elastomer (usually
PDMS) as the mold, stamp, or mask to generate or transfer the pattern. The flexibility of
these syntheses and assembly methodologies, offers significant control of many factors,
such as interparticle separation and particle size and density, allowing coupling properties
to be characterized with high precision.
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The interplay between thermo-plasmonics and photonics: gold
nanoparticles arrays layered with chiral liquid crystals
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A thermo-responsive large area plasmonic architecture, made from randomly distributed gold
nanoparticles (GNPs) located at the substrate interface of a cholesteric liquid crystal (CLC) cell, is
fabricated and thoroughly characterized. A photo-thermal heating effect due to the localized
plasmonic resonance (LPR) mechanism is generated by pumping the GNP array with a suitable
(resonant) light beam. The photo-induced heat, propagating through the CLC layer, induces a
gradual phase transition from the cholesteric to isotropic phase. Both the plasmonic and photonic
properties of the system as both the frequency of the LPR and selective reflection properties of the
CLC are modulated.

Figure 1: Schematic of the GNPs/CLC sample with the pump beam turned off (left) and on (middle and right) at different power level.
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Tunable Black Gold: Controlling the Near-Field Coupling of
Immobilized Au Nanoparticles Embedded in Mesoporous
Silica Capsules
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Efﬁcientlight-to-heatconversioniscentralforvariousapplicationssuchasthermo-photovoltaics
and solar steam generation. Although metals can strongly absorb light and generate heat, their
free electrons shield the electric ﬁeld before any substantial penetration in the metal. Excitation
of surface plasmons can suppress metal reﬂection and convert it into a black metal, for example,
black gold. In this work, mesoporous silica capsules grafted with immobilized Au nanoparticles (NPs) with different sizes via controlled chemical synthesis are synthesized. It is shown
that changing the size of immobilized NPs modiﬁes the interparticle coupling strength, thus,
modifying the NPs absorption. The broadness of the plasmon resonance is tuned across the visible, near-infrared, and short wavelength infrared regions. The ability to control the broadness
of black gold absorption is not possible in other systems based on bottom-up synthesis. The
proposed approach broadens the possibilities of utilizing black gold in many applications such
as thermo-photovoltaics, and solar energy harvesting especially in hybrid solar converters.

Lithography-free, thin-film metamaterial based fano
resonance
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Fano resonance occurs due to interference between two scattering amplitudes, one due to
scattering within a continuum of states (the background process) and the second due to an
excitation of a discrete state (the resonant process). Devices that exhibit Fano resonance
are of high demand due to their broad functionality ranging from chemical and biological
sensors to electro-optical modulators. Metamaterials have been shown to exhibit Fano
resonance [1,2]; however, the resonances have been limited to small, finite areas and are
only achieved using lithographically intense fabrication techniques.
Here, we
experimentally demonstrate large-area Fano resonance on metal-dielectric thin-film
metamaterials without the use of electron beam lithography. Such materials show tunable
selective reflection and can be used to realize structural coloring, narrow-band polarizers,
spectral splitting, and beam splitting.
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The interplay between quantum dots and plasmonic nanoantennas may have a critical role
in the behavior of novel-concept photonics. In this work, the design and first implementation
of a photonic-plasmonic transistor is reported. A mixed top-down and bottom-up
nanofabrication approach has been used to realize a prototype including a nano-guided hybrid
system able to promote the interaction between gold nanostructures and quantum dots in a
plasmonexciton exchange procedure. In particular, photopolymerization by evanescent
waves has been exploited to fabricate a polymer ridge containing quantum dots directly on
top of the hybrid system. A first characterization of the prototype, performed by fluorescent
spectrometry, has evidenced a sensitive enhancement of the emission of the quantum dots
located in proximity of the apices of Au nanotapers. This enhancement can be efficiently
exploited to modulate and route optical signals at high frequency in the novel photonic
device.

Figure 1: a) The photopolymerized ridge onto the main arm,(orange spheres on the brown layer). The
circles represent the areas where it has been used the confocal microscope to collect the emis- sion of
QDs into the spectrometer. b)The graph shows the emission in three different cases: close to
nanoantennas (blue line), on the TiO2 ridge (green line), on the IEW (red line).

Flexible thermo-plasmonics: an opto-mechanical control of
the heat generated at the nanoscale
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The opto-mechanical control of the heat generated by an amorphous arrangement of
homogenously distributed gold nanoparticles (AuNPs), excited by an external laser
source, is investigated. Application of a macroscopic mechanical strain to the
biocompatible elastomeric tape supporting the particles leads to a nanoscale modification
of their mutual inter-distance. The resulting strong variation of the particles near-field
coupling gives rise to a macroscopic variation of the photogenerated heat. A fine control
of the amount of generated heat is thus possible by stretching the initially isotropic
sample of only few percents. Due to the anisotropy of the stretching procedure, the
plasmon band shift and thus the heat generation results to be strongly polarizationdependent. A model of the system based on Mie Theory is implemented by using a finite
element method. Under optical excitation, two configurations of AuNPs, representing the
same cluster of particles at rest ad under stretching, show a relative increase of
temperature that is in good quantitative agreement with experimental data, if normalized
to the number of involved particles. This system realizes for the first time an optomechanical control of the temperature at the nanoscale which holds promises for the
development of optically-active thermal patches, usable for biomedical applications, and
flexible platforms for microfluidics and lab-on-a-chip devices.

T-matrix calculations of size scaling and spin-dependent
optical forces in optically trapped nanowires
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Our work is based on the use of the Transition Matrix method (T-matrix) [1] for
the calculation of optical forces in optically trapped nanowires at the mesoscale. T-matrix
formalism is currently one of the most accurate methods for the calculating of the
electromagnetic scattering from non-spherical particles, both isolated and interacting in
composite structures [2]. The incident and scattered fields are expanded into vector
spherical harmonics so that the respective expansion coefficients are linked to each other
through a Transition Matrix. Therefore, this method has proved to be extremely efficient
also for the modeling of the optical forces [3].
Thus, first, we investigated the dependence of the trap stiffnesses on the size of
polystyrene nanowires, reproducing trends in according to the experimental results
associated with optical trapping of silicon nanowires [4]. Subsequently, by breaking the
cylindrical symmetry in zinc oxide nanowires, we have shown, for the first time, the
evidence of a non-conservative force component linked to the light helicity and
proportional to the linear momentum of Belinfante [5]. The effects of this transverse
optical force are traditionally considered 'virtual' and they have recently been measured in
experiments with evanescent waves [6] and in the trapping of nanowires.
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Nanoscaled plasmonicíexcitonic systems are offering promising characteristics in
the studies of lightímatter interaction to achieve light ampli¿cation via enhancement in
emission and absorption rates [1-2]. In addition, these hybrid nanostructures provide loss
compensation in plasmonic metamaterials and single photon sources (SPSs) with higher
efficiency [3í4]. The hybridization of plasmonic nanostructures with different quantum
emitters (QEs) such as fluorescent dye molecules, quantum dots or 2D hexagonal boron
nitrite (h-BN) [5] can open an avenue towards practical applications for novel light
sources, which are the vital components of future quantum technologies.
In this regards, we have designed and fabricated an array of plasmonic nanodisks
that interacts with different types of QEs in visible range of wavelength. The proper
geometry of our design provides such absorption-reflection properties which spectrally
overlap with emission spectrum of the QE. Alongside such spectral overlap, a thin layer
of the dielectric layer between the plasmonic structures and a gain medium provides the
possibility of spatial overlap. The interaction between the strong subwavelength localized
¿eld at the edges of the gold nanodisks and QEs, enhances Purcell factor towards the
modification of the fluorescence and decay time of QEs. This approach allows enhanced
emission from different emitters embedded in hybrid quantum systems.
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The fabrication and plasmonic study of molybdenum-gold
layered nanodisks
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Typical plasmonic structures have been fabricated from gold and sliver. However, a range
of other materials has been utilized recently for example aluminium (UV plasmonics), nickel
(magneto plasmonics) and metaloxides and graphene (IR plasmonics) [1-3]. Here we explore
structures containing molybdenum and studied Au-Mo-Au trilayer nanodisks. By hole-mask
colloidal lithography (HMCL) [4], our structure is easy to be made in a large area. The plasmonic
characteristic is analyzed before and after annealing. Numerical simulation is applied to give a
physical explanation.
Random nanodisks with 100nm diameter on glass substrate were made by HMCL, and their
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images are shown in Figs. 1(a) and (b). As shown in insert,
the materials of the layers are 4nm Ti, 10nm Au, 10nm Mo and 20nm Au from bottom to top. To
explore potential for alloy formation, we annealed the sample with 120℃ and 250℃ [5], and the
structure after annealing (250℃) is shown in Figs. 1(c) and (d). The top gold layer of the final
structure reshaped with higher thickness (~25nm) and smaller diameter (~60nm).The absorption
spectra are shown in Fig. 1(e). After with 250℃, a new peak occurred at about 895nm. It is believed
that there is total oxidation of exposed Mo after annealing, which can be verified by X-ray
Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) in Fig. 1(f).

Fig. 1 (a) and (b): The vertical and oblique SEM images of the disks before annealing, respectively; (c) and (d): The
vertical and oblique SEM images of the disks after annealing, respectively; (e) The absorption spectra before and after
annealing; (f) The XPS spectrum of Mo 3p of the sample after annealing with different temperatures in vacuum;

The simulation structures of the nanodisks before and after annealing are shown in Fig. 2(a).
Compared with the original absorption peak shown in Fig. 2(b), there is a blue shift of the main
plasmonic peak, and a clear extra peak rises at about 750nm for the after structure, which is shown
in Fig. 2(c). The electric field distributions are shown in inserts beside the peaks, which indicate
that the main peak comes from the plasmonic resonance, while the extra peak comes from the gap
mode in the MoO3 slit between two layers of gold divided by Mo interlayer. The difference between
experiment and simulation may come from: 1) The actual structure is more like a truncated cone
rather than standard disk; 2) The formation of the surface alloy is ignored as its thin thickness; 3)
In real sample, the size of MoO3 slits are normally distributed in a range rather than a certain value
in simulation.

Fig. 2 (a) The schematic of simulation structures and their cross sections with parameters; (b) The absorption spectrum
of the structure before annealing; (c) The absorption spectrum of the structure after annealing;

In conclusion, we proposed a method to fabricate Mo-Au multilayer disks. After annealing
with 250℃, the top Au layer shrinks and the disks form an interesting two-steps structure because
of the formation of alloy and bad adhesion between Mo and Au. At the same time, compared with
origin disks, the plasmonic characteristic shows a unique change with an extra peak. Numerical
simulation results show good agree meet with it.
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Surface waves of mixed TE-TM polarization at anisotropic
metasurface in microwaves: theory and experiment
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Metasurfaceshave recentlygained signiﬁcanta ttentionduetot heirextraordinaryelectromagneticpropertiestocontrolbothpropagatingplanewavesandlocalizedsurfacewaves[1].
AnotherappealingfeatureisthatspectrumofanisotropicmetasurfacesupportstwomixedTETMpolarizedmodes[2,3,4].ThishybridizationofTEandTMpolarizationsforsurfacewaves
istheconsequenceoftheanisotropyandaccidentaldegeneracyoftheeigenmodes[5]. Moreover,theinterplaybetweenhyperbolicdispersionofsurfacewavesandhybridcharacterofthe
polarizationleadtothemultiplicityoftheequalfrequencycontours[2,3,6].
InthisworkwefocusonthenumericalandexperimentalcharacterizationofhybridTE-TM
polarizedsurfacewavesinthesuperhighfrequencyrange(from2to8GHz)supportedbyhyperbolicmetasurfacerepresentingatwo-dimensionalarrayofcopperJerusalemcrossesonFR4
substrate.Wemeasurethenormalcomponentofelectricandmagneticﬁeldsbyusingacoaxial
probeandloop,respectively.Thenweapplya2DfastFouriertransforminordertovisualizethe
equalfrequencycontours[7].Wedemonstratethepropagationoftwolocalizedsurfacemodes,
whichhavehybridTE-TMpolarizationandanalyzethedegreeofahybridization. Weinvestigatetheevolutionofequalfrequencycontoursforeacheigenmode. Thedrasticalchangesof
theequalfrequencycontoursshapes,calledtopologicaltransitions,areobserved. Finally,we
showthatbothmodescanpropagatesimultaneouslyatthesamefrequency.
Themanipulationandcontroloverelectromagneticsurfacewavesarepromisingforanumberofpotentialapplicationsinopticalinformationtechnologies,opto-electronicandphotonic
devices,opto-mechanics,biologicalsensorsetc.
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